
MEETING MINUTES FROM: 12/6/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:01 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 2 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 2 

                                                                MVDS- 2 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 2 

                                                                WSRA- 2 

President- (Chris Maas)- 

Blu-Cru money is in. Final banquet award winners have been determined based upon results. 

The board will vote on family of the year once nominations are made this meeting. Other 

awards such as race of the year and sportsman of the year will be announced at the banquet. 

Rider count is way up from 2015 race season. Rider count in 2015 was: 1,214 and in 2016 it 

was: 1,780.  

Some of the increase came from the team race (+200) and  

the Halloween Rimbender race (+219) 

Every club had an increase in rider count during the 2016 season! 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) – 

MVDS had a good race, a couple of 1-day MRANN cards at the last event. 

See below for rule changes that will be voted on. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)- General Fund-$12,303……Land Use-$18,581……CH-$9,935 

Keith made a recommendation to the 2017 board members that a portion of the overage of 

money in the general fund after banquet expenses, will be split and allocated to the land use 

fund & Corey Herring Memorial Scholarship.  



Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) 
Review previous months minutes 
Ryan motions to approve November’s meeting minutes, Ricky seconds the motion. All 
approved. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) 
All points are updated. 
Year-end trophies are in progress. 
Please check the spelling of names as we are trying to limit errors on trophies, etc. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) 
Points are updated. 
Trophies and jackets are in progress. 

Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter) 
Please go back to your clubs and ask that everyone checks racetalk on racemrann.com for 
articles and items that require public comment or voting. The BLM is really going to enforce 
the use of pit mats. Mats must be made out of a certain material-more info. to come on this. 
NO CARDBOARD, must have a receptacle/non-porous container present in case there is 
spillage. Please check your race permits for more detailed information.  
 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 

careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 

218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 

positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 

required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 

race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year. There 

were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 

be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 

that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 

Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  



 
Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- Rider count in 2015 was 178. In 2016, the rider count was 
up with a total of 317. There were 54 team racers at this event. The location change seemed to 
help increase the number of riders this year. There was an issue regarding the dust, because 
there wasn’t enough water. The track owners are more open to getting the necessary resources 
for next years’ race. There were 9 injuries at the CHMMC race. Discussed sweepers that were 
on the track at the same time as the mini’s. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV – Race went well, there were some scoring challenges on Saturday. 
1 rider was flown out and is healing. There were 12 teams for the team race, 26 pee-wee’s, 16 
mini’s, 17 women and 3 bombers. 85 riders on Sunday and 74 on Sat. 
**A rider was DQ’d for cutting course. A protest was made by rider S.T, and the sub-committee 
reversed the clubs decision from a DQ to docking the rider 5 positions instead. 

WSRA- Toulon, NV- Saturday had 69 mini’s, 25 teams. Sunday had 77 riders. Saturday went 
well, Sunday there were issues with one turn that was not re-marked. This created a problem 
because riders were doing the wrong loops. WSRA apologizes to all of the riders and pit crews 
that were affected by this. Thank you to RMS and CMS for sponsoring. 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 
Paperwork was submitted again because BLM officer retired recently who was working on it. 
Permit should be issued by Thursday prior to the race. 
The club did not put on the team race event. There were no major injuries. 134 total riders, 
for both days. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV- Looks good, still waiting on official permits. 
The Moonrocks area will NOT be a closed area, so prepare for heavy traffic, rock crawlers etc. 
to be using the area as well. There will be a costume contest for riders and there will be a 
contest for the best decorated camp site. Both contests will have great prizes! 
The race was a success. There were 200 entries. One major injury was a club 
member/sweeper heading to his check. He crashed and broke both wrists. Discussion-MVDS 
won the Halloween campsite contest! $500 gift cert. from RMS. There were issues with the 
cost of the team race. The flier stated the cost was $40 and the Rimbenders charged $60. 
There were a couple of people who felt this was not an oversight or mistake on the flier, and 
was an intentional act.  Some people paid $40 and some paid $60, based on if they had a flier 
or not. This put MRANN in a bind as people were questioning the ethics of the club. There 
was also confusion whether or not the team race was supposed to be a 4 lap race or as many 
as the team can do in 1 hour and 30 mins.  



 
MVDS- Bottle Creek, Winnemucca NV- Permit will be given to MVDS Friday for Bottle Creek. 
Great race! Very organized and streamlined. There were 3 injuries. Broken collarbone, 
bruised ribs, & hurt shoulder. The club gave away $3,500 in money and prizes. They also had 
a potluck for everyone who camped and made it an amazing dinner and gathering for all. 
There were 155 riders total for the weekend. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

***Secure your personal items at races*** 
2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* March 4-5……………..Rimbenders/Cheaters M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States  
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* October 14-15………..Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

UPDATE: Rimbenders & Cheater M/C have decided to move their race date to March 4th and 5th, which 
still requires club votes to put on a back to back race the weekends of March 4 -5, then WSRA race 
would be March 11-12. WE WILL VOTE ON THIS AT THE DECEMBER MEETING AND MAKE IT FINAL!  

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) Banquet will be at The Nugget on January 14, 2017. Tickets are 
available at RMS, CMS and from Amy DeLaney if you live out of the area. Please email: 
mrannsecretary@gmail.com for further information. 

x Possibility to purchase more SAT phones vs. SPOT. 
x SEE PREVIOUS MONTH’S MINUTES FOR MORE IN DEPTH INFORMATION ON OLD 

BUSINESS.  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


NEW BUSINESS: 

x MOTION 1: 
Tom Chattin- Made a motion to NOT continue dual sanction races. Ronnie 2nd motion. 
Revised Motion: Beth- Dual sanctioned races should be voted on prior to approval. Ricky D- 
2nd motion. 
THIS MOTION WAS DISSOLVED AT THIS MEETING AND HAS BEEN REMOVED 
 

x  Motion 2: 
Crystal made a motion to allow the Top 10 for Saturday mini/women to run different colored 
backgrounds like the big bikes on Sunday. (Colors TBD if approved) Penny H-2nd motion. 
CLUB VOTES: (3)YES…….(5)NO- NOT APPROVED 
 

x  Motion 3: 
Tom Chattin- Made a motion for 2-4 new Satellite phones.  
SAT phones have been verified that they are inoperable. Dave will consider other 
options such as new SAT phones vs. SPOT cell phones and will report information at 
the next meeting. 
 

2017 RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* March 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* October 14-15…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………. Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

 NEW UPDATE: RACE DATE CHANGES HAVE BEEN VOTED ON AND ARE FINAL! 
Club representatives of Rimbenders/Cheaters  made a motion to have their Cheater/Rimbender race 
on back to back weekends in 2017 due to BLM permitting issues  as follows:  
Cheaters/Rimbenders-3/4/17 & 3/5/17 and then WSRA 3/11/17 & 3/12/17. 
Club votes- (2) NO……(6) YES- APPROVED, THESE TWO RACES ARE BACK TO BACK. 

 

 

 



2017 Banquet:  
Banquet tickets will be on sale as of October 29th! 
January 14, 2017 at the Nugget in Sparks, NV. Deposit has been made. We have reserved a DJ. 
We will be awarding Sportsman of the Year, Family of the Year and also recognizing current 
board members and introducing incoming board members. We will have security at the door 
this year, only allowing ticket holders’ access to the banquet hall.  
The group code to reserve hotel rooms is: GMRAN, no discounted room rates will be available 
after 1/4/17. NO TICKET SALES AT THE DOOR! 

NOMINATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
Family of the Year- The Morris Family & The Tichenor Family 
Sportsman of the Year- Dave Zotter, Ricky Dahlberg, Chrystal Ponsock, & Donavyn Morris 
Race of the Year- Determined by racers that raced 100% of the races all year. 
Most Improved (Mini)- Carson Calder, Zach Geddry, & Jesse Miller 
Most Improved (Big-bikes)- Donavyn Morris, Austin Wilson, & Jake Himphill 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS for the 2017 MRANN Board Positions: 
President- Dan Rankin 
Vice President- Robert McAdam (With an 8-6 vote) 
Treasurer- Anita Honea 
Secretary- Julianne Zotter 
Land Use Rep.- Dave Zotter 
Big bike referee- Ryan Hyken 
Mini bike referee- Beth Legenbauer (With 7-4 vote) 

RULE BOOK CHANGES! 

2016 MRANN Subcommittee for rule updates: 

Amendments to the current rules (mostly clarifications): 

1. Page 1: Remove the word ‘the’ from the opening sentence to make the sentence clearer. 

2. Add Land Use office back into the rules, where applicable: 

a. Page 3, Section 1 

b. Page 4, Section 2 

c. Page 4, Section 6 

d. Page 8, Section 1 



3. Article 2, Section 5 (competition committee membership votes):  We discussed if we should 
include some sort of penalty in the rules for clubs that do not send representation at the 
meetings.  Currently, the wording is not very direct. Consideration should be taken for clubs that 
do not live in close proximity to the area (e.g.; Golddiggers MC) 

4. Article 5, Section 2 (division classification):  We discussed to remove vintage (keep it to just 
bomber). 

5. Article 5, Section 2 (O)-Remove the stipulation that riders have ‘until the day of the MRANN 
banquet’ to obtain a number.  It was mostly unanimous that this wording should be removed 
from the  rules as riders will either have an earned number or can obtain a number on first come 
first serve basis (i.e.; turn your MRANN forms in early!). 

6. Article 5, Section 3 (f):  Ryan recommended 3 years (i.e.; advancement points) 

7. Article 5, Section 4:  Add team race rules (depending on if a team race class is voted in for 2017) 

8. Article 5, Section 9 (q):  Change the word ‘board’ to ‘competition committee’ (no rebuttal from 
anyone about this at the meeting). 

9. Article 5, Section 14 (b and d):  Change the maximum allowable race entry fee to $60 

10. Article 5, Section 16 (d):  Currently states that ‘club representatives missing two consecutive 
competition committee meetings may lose extra club points and up to 50% of total club points’.  
It was discussed at the meeting that we should make this statement more direct and clear.  
Should we say ‘will’ (instead of ‘may’).  And also, this should be updated to clarify that the club 
will lose the points (not just the representative). 

Other items for Consideration: 

1. Team Race: 
It was discussed if we want to vote ‘yes’ to have team race class.  If yes, then we will have set 
rules in the MRANN rules book for set class. 
Should MRANN continue the team race for 2017? 
Yes-5…..VOTE  IS YES (SEE LIST OF RULES BELOW) 
No-4 

TEAM RACE RULES: 
*1 hr Minimum to 1.5 hr Maximum for leader 

*2 Rider Minimum and Maximum 
*Must switch riders every lap 

*Clubs will trophy top 3 O/A Teams (2 trophies per team) 
*Points scored for top 20 finishers 

*End of season award to #1 O/A team 
*Earned #’s can be run the following year 

*80cc and above 
*$40 entry fee ($20 per rider) 



2. Entry Fee’s: 
The max entry fee a club can charge must include the cost of scoring.  A club cannot charge an 
additional fee for scoring above the max entry fee. 
Yes- 5…..VOTE IS YES. A CLUB MAY NOT CHARGE EXTRA FOR SCORING/BAR CODES ETC. 
No-1 

 
 

3. Club Points: 
Club points should be awarded to all riders that pay an entry fee.  If you DNF or DQ you still 
earn your club points. 
Yes-1 
No-5……VOTE IS NO. RIDERS WILL NOT EARN CLUB POINTS IF THEY EARN A DNF OR A DQ. 
 

4. EMS:   
We need an official Check-in and Check-out process here still (this really is not a change in 
rule-just a matter of making equipment availability more fluid for all the clubs).  We may put 
some sort of penalty in place for clubs that fail to return equipment (or fail to return in good 
order). Jeopardy of losing points was one idea that came up.  

 
5. Protests:  

The Club(s) handing down the penalty should not also be a part of the competition committee  
(They can still be present to state their case-they just cannot vote). 
Yes-4 
No-5…..VOTE IS NO. CLUBS INVOLVED IN ISSUING A PROTEST WILL BE ALLOWED TO VOTE. 

 
6. Dual Sanction Events:  

It will be assumed that MRANN rules will prevail in all multi-sanctioned events unless voted 
on otherwise prior to the event. 
Yes-5….VOTE IS YES. MRANN WILL CONTINUE TO HOST DUAL SANCTION EVENTS UNLESS 
VOTED ON PRIOR TO THE EVENT. 
No-N/A 

 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:30 pm   

Next Meeting: TO BE ANNOUNCED 



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 11/1/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:16 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 0 

                                                                MVDS- 2 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 2 

                                                                WSRA- 1 

President- (Chris Maas)-Trophy proofs have been submitted for our banquet and will be 

finalized soon. Sportsman of the year, Family of the year, board members etc. Chris has also 

applied for the Blu-Cru incentive program and will be able to update once more information 

is available. 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) We had a rule/sub-committee meeting prior to tonight’s 
MRANN meeting to go over and discuss potential rule changes. Please view and take the 

attached page back to your clubs and decide where your club stands on each potential 

change. Dan Rankin made a motion to take this information to the clubs and Tom Chattin 

seconds this motion. This information will be decided in December’s meeting in order to be in 
effect for the 2017 race season.  

The team race is continuing to enhance participation on Saturday. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)- General Fund-$11,702……Land Use-$17,888……CH-$8,840 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 

Ryan motions to approve October’s meeting minutes, Ed seconds the motion. All approved. 

 



Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) 
All points are updated except for the ones that need to be fixed rom WSRA.  
Year-end trophies are in progress. 
Club Presidents, if there are mistakes or someone is requesting to be bumped please contact 
Ryan Hyken. Please check the spelling of names as we are trying to limit errors on trophies, 
etc. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) 
A mom approached me at the TS race who was pretty upset because her child, 65 novice 
223Y, had been forced to ride the Mini loop at the WSRA race.  Good news is he did not get 
lost, bad news is he wrecked with a minor injury, DNF'd and was scared to race again.  Mom 
said she was not able to make TS race so sent son with her dad (grandpa) so he could 
race.  The grandpa tried to sign up the boy on the Pee Wee course but was told he had to 
ride the Mini loop because he was on a 65 (I spoke to the grandpa also).  With the chaos we 
saw at WSRA, I cannot deny this mistake happened. 

I looked at the race results for the races he participated in prior to WRSA and averaged them 
which effectively gave him a second place finish for the novice class which equates to 130 
points.  The WRSA Saturday results show a 65 AM DNF for 223Y and the points will show 130 
points for the same race.  This addition of points does not impact any trophy standings as 
the boy has only raced three times and is not a club member. 

Happy ending, he came out for TS race and won 1st in the 65 Novice class. 

Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter)  
Nothing new since last meeting. Tina will post AMA’s ideas on how to support the dirt bikers’ 
stance. They give political insight on who to vote for in NV. to back our sport etc. 
California OHV committee is trying to keep its own entity. We want to be aware of what’s 
going on so it doesn’t transfer over to Nevada. Please visit savecaliforniaohv.com and discuss 
it with your clubs and vote. Dave will contact Tina about putting it on the MRANN site. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 
careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 
218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 
positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 
required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 



Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 
race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year. There 
were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 
be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 
that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 
Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  
 
Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- Rider count in 2015 was 178. In 2016, the rider count was 
up with a total of 317. There were 54 team racers at this event. The location change seemed to 
help increase the number of riders this year. There was an issue regarding the dust, because 
there wasn’t enough water. The track owners are more open to getting the necessary resources 
for next years’ race. There were 9 injuries at the CHMMC race. Discussed sweepers that were 
on the track at the same time as the mini’s. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV – Race went well, there were some scoring challenges on Saturday. 
1 rider was flown out and is healing. There were 12 teams for the team race, 26 pee-wee’s, 16 
mini’s, 17 women and 3 bombers. 85 riders on Sunday and 74 on Sat. 
**A rider was DQ’d for cutting course. A protest was made by rider S.T, and the sub-committee 
reversed the clubs decision from a DQ to docking the rider 5 positions instead. 

 

 

WSRA- Toulon, NV- Saturday had 69 mini’s, 25 teams. Sunday had 77 riders. Saturday went 
well, Sunday there were issues with one turn that was not re-marked. This created a problem 
because riders were doing the wrong loops. WSRA apologizes to all of the riders and pit crews 
that were affected by this. Thank you to RMS and CMS for sponsoring. 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 
Paperwork was submitted again because BLM officer retired recently who was working on it. 
Permit should be issued by Thursday prior to the race. 
The club did not put on the team race event. There were no major injuries. 134 total riders, 

for both days. 

 

 

 



Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV- Looks good, still waiting on official permits. 
The Moonrocks area will NOT be a closed area, so prepare for heavy traffic, rock crawlers etc. 
to be using the area as well. There will be a costume contest for riders and there will be a 
contest for the best decorated camp site. Both contests will have great prizes! 
The race was a success. There were 200 entries. One major injury was a club 
member/sweeper heading to his check. He crashed and broke both wrists. Discussion-MVDS 
won the Halloween campsite contest! $500 gift cert. from RMS. There were issues with the 
cost of the team race. The flier stated the cost was $40 and the Rimbenders charged $60. 
There were a couple of people who felt this was not an oversight or mistake on the flier, and 
was an intentional act.  Some people paid $40 and some paid $60, based on if they had a flier 
or not. This put MRANN in a bind as people were questioning the ethics of the club. There 
was also confusion whether or not the team race was supposed to be a 4 lap race or as many 
as the team can do in 1 hour and 30 mins.  
 
MVDS- Bottle Creek, Winnemucca NV- Permit will be given to MVDS Friday for Bottle Creek. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Discussion for Gold Diggers- Medical/ambulance. 
Notifying riders on the flier and entry forms with the type of medical transport and personnel 
available. Re-visit REMSA/medical sweeps @ sub-committee meeting in November. MRANN 
will need to ensure this information is on the flier before approval. 

Discussion for WSRA- Continuing Dual Sanction? 
Live engine vs. dead engine 
There will need to be hard set rules if we move forward this way. 
D36-restricted their rules to accommodate their riding areas. 
Clubs need to be put in a position to be successful to put on reasonable races, backing down 
mileage to do so if necessary and the rules need to be streamlined and structures. 

Discussion for Tankslappers- The team race will not happen at their race. When this was 
voted on in December of 2015, only 4/9 clubs were present at the meeting to vote. Per 
MRANN rules, 75% of clubs need to be present to decide. It was suggested that club points 
from all Tankslappers would be revoked if the team race was not put on by the club. It was 
unanimously decided that club points for the Tankslappers that would participate in the team 
race would be penalized just for the team race, and no other club members would have 
points revoked for this action. 
The sub-committee will be discussing whether or not the team race will continue in 2017, and 
if it does, the rules will be laid out explicitly. 



 

***Secure your personal items at races- Several trucks were spotted coming in and out of the 
Moonrocks pit area, looking suspicious.  There were stolen generators, helmets, gas cans and damage 
done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an eye on your camp and the people who 
are wandering around in the pits. Unfortunately, this has continued to be a concern at other race 
locations as well. 

Corey Herring Scholarship-  4 Scholarship winners have been determined! 
Congratulation to: Jason Alosi-$1000 (UNR), Jordan Herring- $1000 (TMCC),  
Elle Thomas- $500 (UNR), Jacob Ayala-$500 (TMCC) 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C???? 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* October 14-15…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

UPDATE: WE HAVE A POTENTIAL DATE ISSUE AND NEED RESOLUTION. RIMBENDER AND CHEATER 
RACE NEEDS TO BE FEB. 25/26 DUE TO PERMIT AND WEATHER.  DAN RANKIN WILL TAKE BACK TO 
TRAILBLAZERS AND SEE IF WE CAN RESOLVE THIS ISSUE.  

NEW UPDATE: DATE CHANGES ARE CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW. 

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It actually came in less 
than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring 
REMSA. Equipment will be ready by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms 
for the MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded for any lost, 
stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 
*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) We will be looking in to having the banquet at The Nugget on 
January 14, 2017. More details to follow.  

MRANN Family fun days-(Team Grease)- Postponed 

Protest- A racer (CM) was docked 5 positions because the race course worker (RS) claims that the rider 
unsafely came through the stop check making contact with the course worker. The racer is challenging 
the clubs decision to impose this penalty. The sub-committee was formed, and statements were 
submitted from the racer and also the course worker. Club representatives had the opportunity to 



discuss and determined that the original determination the club made was valid and upheld. 7 voted 
yes to allow the original determination to stand, and 2 voted to dismiss the appealed determination.  
Club Presidents need to remind members, racers, workers to use caution while entering and exiting 
checks as well as course workers moving out of the way quickly.  
**Discussion- Etiquette checklist** 

x Media- Club members need to get on Race Talk on the MRANN site frequently and 
check for time sensitive information and items requiring voting. 

x Medical- (Chris Ingram) We currently have 3 medical backpacks that are in need of 
replacement due to broken zippers. We should also have 4 backpacks instead of 3, to 
accommodate all of the supplies necessary.  The cost is $160 wholesale, $215 retail 
each. 
Ryan Hyken made a motion to purchase 4 new medical backpacks to replace the 
broken backpacks. This motion was 2nd by Steve Tichenor. This motion was all 
approved. 

x Possibility to purchase more SAT phones vs. SPOT.  
x People are having a difficult time locating where the medical staff is stationed in the 

pits. In order to stand out more, there was a suggestion to get medical flags or 
magnets that affix to the vehicles, to help locate medical staff more quickly and 
efficiently. No decision made at this time to purchase items.  

x A potential rule to all clubs was discussed. (Must have a designated and marked area 
for medical staff and equipment at each race) No voting occurred to make this official. 

x We need to come up with a standardized comprehensive plan, when utilizing medical 
staff and supplies. Need to discuss access points for vehicles/care flight to reach 
injured riders, prior to race. 

x Discussion: How does a club from another state become established here? 
(Representatives from the Polka-Dots MC attended the meeting)  
The process is as follows: It needs to be presented to the board, a written proposal 
needs to also be sent to the board, with a plan stating the date/sanctioning/permits 
already in hand from the BLM or private property. Club is responsible to uphold all 
requirements under MRANN such as: Santi-Huts, Communication, Medical etc. and 
also be voted in by each club already affiliated with MRANN. 

Discussed rider support: Enhance rider safety with communication, medical supplies/back 
packs & Care Flight. 

 

 

 



NEW BUSINESS: 
 

MOTIONS: 
Tom Chattin- Made a motion to NOT continue dual sanction races. Ronnie 2nd motion. 
Revised Motion: Beth- Dual sanctioned races should be voted on prior to approval. Ricky D- 2nd 
motion. 
 
Crystal made a motion to allow the Top 10 for Saturday mini/women to run different colored 
backgrounds like the big bikes on Sunday. (Colors TBD if approved) Penny H-2nd motion. 
 
Tom Chattin- Made a motion for 2-4 new Satellite phones. WE WILL TROUBLESHOOT CURRENT SAT. 
PHONES AND REVISIT THIS MOTION AFTER DETERMINATION OF CURRENT DEVICES ARE MADE. 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* March 4-5……………..Rimbenders/Cheaters M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States  
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* October 14-15………..Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

UPDATE: Rimbenders & Cheater M/C have decided to move their race date to March 4th and 5th, which 
still requires club votes to put on a back to back race the weekends of March 4 -5, then WSRA race 
would be March 11-12. WE WILL VOTE ON THIS AT THE DECEMBER MEETING AND MAKE IT FINAL!  

2017 Banquet: Banquet tickets will be on sale as of October 29th! 
January 14, 2017 at the Nugget in Sparks, NV. Deposit has been made. We are still in the 
process of reserving a DJ. We will be awarding Sportsman of the Year, Family of the Year and 
also recognizing current board members and introducing incoming board members. We will 
have security at the door this year, only allowing ticket holders’ access to the banquet hall. In 
order to cover increasing banquet costs. 
A motion was made by Jack to increase the cost of adult tickets from $30 per person to $35 
per person and the child’s ticket will remain the same at $15 per ticket. This motion was 
second by Phil H. and all clubs in attendance approved this action unanimously. 
WE NEED NOMINATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
Family of the Year- 
Sportsman of the Year- 
Race of the Year- Determined by racers that raced 100% of the races all year. 



CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS for the 2017 MRANN Board Positions: 
President- Dan Rankin 
Vice President- Robert McAdam (With an 8-6 vote) 
Treasurer- Anita Honea 
Secretary- Julianne Zotter 
Land Use Rep.- Dave Zotter 
Big bike referee- Ryan Hyken 
Mini bike referee- Beth Legenbauer (With 7-4 vote) 

Medical Equipment: (Seth) We need to continue to beef up medical supplies in order to 
provide the service that REMSA provides. (More splints, hot packs, cold packs, saline and 
gauze)  
**NEED BAG VALVE MASKS** 
Chris Ingram-Everyone loves the backpacks that were purchased by MRANN this year. 
We need a better check in/out system for all of the equipment for next year, possibly an 
alternate location to keep supplies and side-by-side. The satellite phones are in need of 
updating or buying new ones as the current devices do not work. Battery issue? Needs 
update? Dave, Keith and Chris are going to look into this issue. 
Discussion- How to best use the devices we currently have and where will they be stationed 
to cover the entire race course, so there aren’t any gaps in the event of an emergency. Who 
pays for the charges if there are any incurred? MRANN or the club? 

POTENTIAL RULE BOOK CHANGES! 
PLEASE VOTE ON THE FOLLOWING RULE CHANGES AND BE READY AT THE DECEMBER 
MEETING TO FINALIZE. 

2016 MRANN Subcommittee for rule updates: 

Here is a list of what we discussed at the November meeting.  Thanks everyone for your time and input.  

Please take these points back to your club so that at the December meeting, we can come to a vote on 

all of them.  Please get in touch with me if there are any questions. 

Amendments to the current rules (mostly clarifications): 

1. Page 1: Remove the word ‘the’ from the opening sentence to make the sentence clearer. 

2. Add Land Use office back into the rules, where applicable: 

a. Page 3, Section 1 

b. Page 4, Section 2 

c. Page 4, Section 6 



d. Page 8, Section 1 

3. Article 2, Section 5 (competition committee membership votes):  We discussed if we should 

include some sort of penalty in the rules for clubs that do not send representation at the 

meetings.  Currently, the wording is not very direct. Consideration should be taken for clubs that 

do not live in close proximity to the area (e.g.; Golddiggers MC) 

4. Article 5, Section 2 (division classification):  We discussed to remove vintage (keep it to just 

bomber). 

5. Article 5, Section 2 (O)-Remove the stipulation that riders have ‘until the day of the MRANN 
banquet’ to obtain a number.  It was mostly unanimous that this wording should be removed 

from the  rules as riders will either have an earned number or can obtain a number on first come 

first serve basis (i.e.; turn your MRANN forms in early!). 

6. Article 5, Section 3 (f):  Ryan recommended 3 years (i.e.; advancement points) 

7. Article 5, Section 4:  Add team race rules (depending on if a team race class is voted in for 2017) 

8. Article 5, Section 9 (q):  Change the word ‘board’ to ‘competition committee’ (no rebuttal from 

anyone about this at the meeting). 

9. Article 5, Section 14 (b and d):  Change the maximum allowable race entry fee to $60 

10. Article 5, Section 16 (d):  Currently states that ‘club representatives missing two consecutive 
competition committee meetings may lose extra club points and up to 50% of total club points’.  
It was discussed at the meeting that we should make this statement more direct and clear.  

Should we say ‘will’ (instead of ‘may’).  And also, this should be updated to clarify that the club 
will lose the points (not just the representative). 

Other items for Consideration: 

1. Meeting Minutes are to be posted within 1 week of each MRANN meeting.  In addition, results 

and trophies should have some sort of defined time line (currently there is none). 

2. It was discussed if we want to vote ‘yes’ to have team race class.  If yes, then we will have set 

rules in the MRANN rules book for set class. 

3. Entry Fee’s – The max entry fee a club can charge must include the cost of scoring.  A club 
cannot charge an additional fee for scoring above the max entry fee. 

4. Club Points – Club points should be awarded to all riders that pay an entry fee.  If you DNF or DQ 
you still earn your club points. 

5. EMS – We need an official Check-in and Check-out process here still (this really is not a change in 
rule-just a matter of making equipment availability more fluid for all the clubs).  We may put 
some sort of penalty in place for clubs that fail to return equipment (or fail to return in good 
order). Jeopardy of losing points was one idea that came up.  



6. Protests – The Club(s) handing down the penalty should not also be a part of the competition 
committee (albeit they can still be present to state their case-they just cannot vote). 

7. Dual Sanction Events – It will be assumed that MRANN rules will prevail in all multi-sanctioned 
events unless voted on otherwise prior to the event. 

 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:29 pm   

Next Meeting: 12/5/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm        



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 10/4/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:04 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 0 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 0 

                                                                MVDS- 1 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 2 

                                                                WSRA- 2 

President- (Chris Maas)-Absent 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Continuing to see an increase in rider count.  
We are ordering new backgrounds for purchase. New MRANN members- WSRA-30 one day 
cards due to the team race. Sub-committee will be going over rules for 2017, more info. To 
come regarding that in the next week. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)- General Fund-$12,262……Land Use-$17,885……CH-$8,840 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 
Ryan motions to approve September’s meeting minutes, Dave seconds the motion. All 
approved. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) 
All points are updated and bumped riders have been given new cards. Club Presidents, if 
there are mistakes or someone is requesting to be bumped please contact Ryan Hyken. 
Please check the spelling of names as we are trying to limit errors on trophies, etc. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) 
Absent 



 

Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter)  
California OHV committee is trying to keep its own entity. We want to be aware of what’s 
going on so it doesn’t transfer over to Nevada. Please visit savecaliforniaohv.com and discuss 
it with your clubs and vote. Dave will contact Tina about putting it on the MRANN site. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 

careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 

218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 

positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 

required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 

race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year. There 

were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 

be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 

that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 

Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  

 

Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- Rider count in 2015 was 178. In 2016, the rider count was 

up with a total of 317. There were 54 team racers at this event. The location change seemed to 

help increase the number of riders this year. There was an issue regarding the dust, because 

there wasn’t enough water. The track owners are more open to getting the necessary resources 
for next years’ race. There were 9 injuries at the CHMMC race. Discussed sweepers that were 

on the track at the same time as the mini’s. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV – Race went well, there were some scoring challenges on Saturday. 

1 rider was flown out and is healing. There were 12 teams for the team race, 26 pee-wee’s, 16 
mini’s, 17 women and 3 bombers. 85 riders on Sunday and 74 on Sat. 
**A rider was DQ’d for cutting course. A protest was made by rider S.T, and the sub-committee 

reversed the clubs decision from a DQ to docking the rider 5 positions instead. 

 

 



WSRA- Toulon, NV- Saturday had 69 mini’s, 25 teams. Sunday had 77 riders. Saturday went 
well, Sunday there were issues with one turn that was not re-marked. This created a problem 
because riders were doing the wrong loops. WSRA apologizes to all of the riders and pit crews 
that were affected by this. Thank you to RMS and CMS for sponsoring. 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 
Paperwork was submitted again because BLM officer retired recently who was working on it. 
Permit should be issued by Thursday prior to the race. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Looks good, still waiting on official 
permits. The Moonrocks area will NOT be a closed area, so prepare for heavy traffic, rock 
crawlers etc. to be using the area as well. There will be a costume contest for riders and there 
will be a contest for the best decorated camp site. Both contests will have great prizes! 

MVDS- Still waiting on permits, planning to be out at Bottle Creek. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas cans and damage 
done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an eye on your camp and the people who 
are wandering around in the pits. Unfortunately, this has continued to be a concern at other race 
locations as well. 

Corey Herring Scholarship-  4 Scholarship winners have been determined! 
Congratulation to: Jason Alosi-$1000 (UNR), Jordan Herring- $1000 (TMCC),  
Elle Thomas- $500 (UNR), Jacob Ayala-$500 (TMCC) 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C???? 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States  
* October 7-8…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

UPDATE: WE HAVE A POTENTIAL DATE ISSUE AND NEED RESOLUTION. RIMBENDER AND CHEATER 
RACE NEEDS TO BE FEB. 25/26 DUE TO PERMIT AND WEATHER.  DAN RANKIN WILL TAKE BACK TO 
TRAILBLAZERS AND SEE IF WE CAN RESOLVE THIS ISSUE.  

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It actually came in less 
than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring 



REMSA. Equipment will be ready by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms 
for the MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded for any lost, 
stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 
*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) We will be looking in to having the banquet at The Nugget on 
January 14, 2017. More details to follow.  

MRANN Family fun days-(Team Grease)- Postponed 

Protest- A racer (CM) was docked 5 positions because the race course worker (RS) claims that the rider 
unsafely came through the stop check making contact with the course worker. The racer is challenging 
the clubs decision to impose this penalty. The sub-committee was formed, and statements were 
submitted from the racer and also the course worker. Club representatives had the opportunity to 
discuss and determined that the original determination the club made was valid and upheld. 7 voted 
yes to allow the original determination to stand, and 2 voted to dismiss the appealed determination.  
Club Presidents need to remind members, racers, workers to use caution while entering and exiting 
checks as well as course workers moving out of the way quickly.  
**Discussion- Etiquette checklist** 

x Media- Club members need to get on Race Talk on the MRANN site frequently and 
check for time sensitive information and items requiring voting. 

x Medical- (Chris Ingram) We currently have 3 medical backpacks that are in need of 
replacement due to broken zippers. We should also have 4 backpacks instead of 3, to 
accommodate all of the supplies necessary.  The cost is $160 wholesale, $215 retail 
each. 
Ryan Hyken made a motion to purchase 4 new medical backpacks to replace the 
broken backpacks. This motion was 2nd by Steve Tichenor. This motion was all 
approved. 

x Possibility to purchase more SAT phones vs. SPOT.  
x People are having a difficult time locating where the medical staff is stationed in the 

pits. In order to stand out more, there was a suggestion to get medical flags or 
magnets that affix to the vehicles, to help locate medical staff more quickly and 
efficiently. No decision made at this time to purchase items.  

x A potential rule to all clubs was discussed. (Must have a designated and marked area 
for medical staff and equipment at each race) No voting occurred to make this official. 

x We need to come up with a standardized comprehensive plan, when utilizing medical 
staff and supplies. Need to discuss access points for vehicles/care flight to reach 
injured riders, prior to race. 

x Discussion: How does a club from another state become established here? 
(Representatives from the Polka-Dots MC attended the meeting)  



The process is as follows: It needs to be presented to the board, a written proposal 
needs to also be sent to the board, with a plan stating the date/sanctioning/permits 
already in hand from the BLM or private property. Club is responsible to uphold all 
requirements under MRANN such as: Santi-Huts, Communication, Medical etc. and 
also be voted in by each club already affiliated with MRANN. 

Medical Equipment: (Seth) We need to continue to beef up medical supplies in order to 
provide the service that REMSA provides. (More splints, hot packs, cold packs, saline and 
gauze)  

Dave made a motion to “beef up” medical supply inventory prior to the next race and 
allocating a maximum of $300.00, in order to get these supplies. Phil-Seconds motion, All 
approved. 

Discussed rider support: Enhance rider safety with communication, medical supplies/back 
packs & Care Flight. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C???? 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States  
* October 7-8…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

UPDATE: There were 2 solutions to solve this timely conflict due to submitting the plans to the BLM. 
Solution 1 was to change the dates, and solution 2 was to have back-to-back races. After numerous 
discussions and possible dates, Thomas Lay made a motion to have back to back race dates in 2017 for 
the first 2 races. This motion was second by Ricky Dahlberg. We would like the clubs to take it back to 
their clubs and vote on this issue at the November meeting. 

RACE DATES WOULD BE:                      FEBRUARY 18-19 2017 (Trailblazers M/C) 
                                                                   FEBRUARY 25-26 2017 (Rimbenders/Cheaters M/C) 

 

2017 Banquet: Banquet tickets will be on sale as of October 29th! 
January 14, 2017 at the Nugget in Sparks, NV. Deposit has been made. We are still in the 



process of reserving a DJ. We will be awarding Sportsman of the Year, Family of the Year and 
also recognizing current board members and introducing incoming board members. We will 
have security at the door this year, only allowing ticket holders access to the banquet hall. In 
order to cover increasing banquet costs. 
A motion was made by Jack to increase the cost of adult tickets from $30 per person to $35 
per person and the child’s ticket will remain the same at $15 per ticket. This motion was 
second by Phil H. and all clubs in attendance approved this action unanimously. 

Nominations for the 2017 MRANN Board Positions: 
President- Dan Rankin 
Vice President- Thomas Lay & Robert McAdam 
Treasurer- Anita Honea 
Secretary- Julianne Zotter 
Land Use Rep.- Dave Zotter 
Big bike referee- Ryan Hyken 
Mini bike referee- Seth Williams & Beth Legenbauer 

Discussion for Gold Diggers- Medical/ambulance. 
Notifying riders on the flier and entry forms with the type of medical transport and personnel 
available. Re-visit REMSA/medical sweeps @ sub-committee meeting in November. MRANN 
will need to ensure this information is on the flier before approval. 

Discussion for WSRA- Continuing Dual Sanction? 
Live engine vs. dead engine 
There will need to be hard set rules if we move forward this way. 
D36-restricted their rules to accommodate their riding areas. 
Clubs need to be put in a position to be successful to put on reasonable races, backing down 
mileage to do so if necessary and the rules need to be streamlined and structures. 

Discussion for Tankslappers- The team race will not happen at their race. When this was 
voted on in December of 2015, only 4/9 clubs were present at the meeting to vote. Per 
MRANN rules, 75% of clubs need to be present to decide. It was suggested that club points 
from all Tankslappers would be revoked if the team race was not put on by the club. It was 
unanimously decided that club points for the Tankslappers that would participate in the team 
race would be penalized just for the team race, and no other club members would have 
points revoked for this action. 
The sub-committee will be discussing whether or not the team race will continue in 2017, and 
if it does, the rules will be laid out explicitly. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:04 pm   



Next Meeting: 11/1/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm        



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 9/6/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:01 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 2 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                                MVDS- 2 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                                WSRA- 2 

President- (Chris Maas)-Absent 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Continuing to see an increase in rider count.  
We are ordering new backgrounds for purchase. New MRANN members- 110 just from Corey 
Herring. 26 on Saturday and 84 on Sunday. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)- Absent 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 
Ryan motions to approve August’s meeting minutes, Ed seconds the motion. All approved. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) 
All points are updated since CHMMC race. We are working on a new design for year-end 
trophies this year. Club Presidents, if there are mistakes or someone is requesting to be 
bumped please contact Ryan Hyken. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) 
Absent 

 



Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter)  
***BLM person from Winnemucca retired, please stay on top on permits. 
The Land bill passed the House of Rep. and is now in the Senate for approval. There are 6 
different parts to this land grab bill. The land grab will probably move through the Senate 
with the other parts of the bill. Dave is in the process of setting up a meeting with the BLM 
before the end of summer to put together an agenda and move forward. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 
careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 
218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 
positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 
required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 
race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year.There 
were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 
be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 
that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 
Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  
 
Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- Rider count in 2015 was 178. In 2016, the rider count was 
up with a total of 317. There were 54 team racers at this event. The location change seemed to 
help increase the number of riders this year. There was an issue regarding the dust, because 
there wasn’t enough water. The track owners are more open to getting the necessary resources 
for next years’ race. There were 9 injuries at the CHMMC race. Discussed sweepers that were 
on the track at the same time as the mini’s. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV  **Location change-Winnemucca Mountain area, staging at Jungo 
road. Elko will be the back-up location. Course will be on private property and BLM, awaiting 
approval. 

WSRA- Toulon, NV-Race is on track and it will be a dual-sanction race with points allotted for 
both. Pretty confident event is a go. Flier could possibly change. There will be 6 races on 
Saturday. District 36 will do scoring and will require $10 per rider for transponders. WSRA will 
look into negotiating to reduce that fee.  



 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 
Paperwork was submitted again because BLM officer retired recently who was working on it. 
Currently awaiting approval from BLM. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Looks good, still waiting on official 
permits. Race can be a go, but BLM fees are $6000. Discussed options in order for race to 
continue.  
Option 1: $10 more per rider to cover fee Option 2: $2000 out of MRANN Land Use fund to 
help offset cost. Option 3: No race. 

MOTION- PHIL HERRING MADE A MOTION TO TAKE $2000 OUT OF THE LAND USE FUND TO 
PUT TOWARDS THE BLM FEES FOR THE MOONROCKS, RIMBENDER RACE FOR 2016.  
ED SELLERS SECONDS THE MOTION, ALL APPROVED. 

MVDS- Still waiting on permits 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas cans and damage 
done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an eye on your camp and the people who 
are wandering around in the pits. 

Corey Herring Scholarship-  4 Scholarship winners have been determined! 
Congratulation to: Jason Alosi-$1000 (UNR), Jordan Herring- $1000 (TMCC),  
Elle Thomas- $500 (UNR), Jacob Ayala-$500 (TMCC) 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C???? 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States  
* October 7-8…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

UPDATE: WE HAVE A POTENTIAL DATE ISSUE AND NEED RESOLUTION. RIMBENDER AND CHEATER 
RACE NEEDS TO BE FEB. 25/26 DUE TO PERMIT AND WEATHER.  DAN RANKIN WILL TAKE BACK TO 
TRAILBLAZERS AND SEE IF WE CAN RESOLVE THIS ISSUE.  



Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It actually came in less 
than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring 
REMSA. Equipment will be ready by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms 
for the MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded for any lost, 
stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 
*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) We will be looking in to having the banquet at The Nugget on 
January 14, 2017. More details to follow.  

MRANN Family fun days-(Team Grease)- Postponed 

Protest- A racer (CM) was docked 5 positions because the race course worker (RS) claims that the rider 
unsafely came through the stop check making contact with the course worker. The racer is challenging 
the clubs decision to impose this penalty. The sub-committee was formed, and statements were 
submitted from the racer and also the course worker. Club representatives had the opportunity to 
discuss and determined that the original determination the club made was valid and upheld. 7 voted 
yes to allow the original determination to stand, and 2 voted to dismiss the appealed determination.  
Club Presidents need to remind members, racers, workers to use caution while entering and exiting 
checks as well as course workers moving out of the way quickly.  
**Discussion- Etiquette checklist** 

x Media- Club members need to get on Race Talk on the MRANN site frequently and 
check for time sensitive information and items requiring voting. 

x Medical- (Chris Ingram) We currently have 3 medical backpacks that are in need of 
replacement due to broken zippers. We should also have 4 backpacks instead of 3, to 
accommodate all of the supplies necessary.  The cost is $160 wholesale, $215 retail 
each. 
Ryan Hyken made a motion to purchase 4 new medical backpacks to replace the 
broken backpacks. This motion was 2nd by Steve Tichenor. This motion was all 
approved. 

x Possibility to purchase more SAT phones vs. SPOT.  
x People are having a difficult time locating where the medical staff is stationed in the 

pits. In order to stand out more, there was a suggestion to get medical flags or 
magnets that affix to the vehicles, to help locate medical staff more quickly and 
efficiently. No decision made at this time to purchase items.  

x A potential rule to all clubs was discussed. (Must have a designated and marked area 
for medical staff and equipment at each race) No voting occurred to make this official. 

x We need to come up with a standardized comprehensive plan, when utilizing  medical 
staff and supplies. Need to discuss access points for vehicles/care flight to reach 
injured riders, prior to race. 



x Discussion: How does a club from another state become established here? 
(Representatives from the Polka-Dots MC attended the meeting)  
The process is as follows: It needs to be presented to the board, a written proposal 
needs to also be sent to the board, with a plan stating the date/sanctioning/permits 
already in hand from the BLM or private property. Club is responsible to uphold all 
requirements under MRANN such as: Santi-Huts, Communication, Medical etc. and 
also be voted in by each club already affiliated with MRANN. 

Medical Equipment: (Seth) We need to continue to beef up medical supplies in order to 
provide the service that REMSA provides. (More splints, hot packs, cold packs, saline and 
gauze)  

Dave made a motion to “beef up” medical supply inventory prior to the next race and 
allocating a maximum of $300.00, in order to get these supplies. Phil-Seconds motion, All 
approved. 

Discussed rider support: Enhance rider safety with communication, medical supplies/back 
packs & Care Flight. 

WE ARE FINISHING UP MEDICAL PACKS AND HOPE TO HAVE THEM READY FOR WSRA RACE IN 
SEPTEMBER. 

2017 Banquet: 
January 14, 2017 at The Nugget in Sparks, NV. Deposit has been made. We are still in the 
process of reserving a DJ. We will be awarding Sportsman of the Year, Family of the Year and 
also recognizing current board members and introducing incoming board members. We will 
have security at the door this year, only allowing ticket holders access to the banquet hall. In 
order to cover increasing banquet costs. 
A motion was made by Jack to increase the cost of adult tickets from $30 per person to $35 
per person and the child’s ticket will remain the same at $15 per ticket. This motion was 
second by Phil H. and all clubs in attendance approved this action unanimously. 

Discussion: Polka-Dots (Sean Rhodes)-Not in attendance. Curt Crandall wants to do a triple 
sanctioned race in Prairie City. We will discuss again when they are in attendance. 

Nominations have been extended to the OCTOBER 4th board meeting. Please nominate 
people for the 2017 MRANN Board Positions: 
President- (Need to fill) Dan Rankin 
Vice President- Thomas Lay 
Treasurer- (Need to fill) Anita Honea 
Secretary- (Need to fill)  



Land Use Rep.- Dave Zotter 

Big bike referee- 

Mini bike referee- Seth Williams/ Beth Legenbauer 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:01 pm   

Next Meeting: 10/4/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm        



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 8/2/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:01 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 0 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 0 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                                MVDS- 0 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                                WSRA- 1 

President- (Chris Maas) Rider count is up 10% from 2015. 
Trailblazer race- (-3%), Cheatbender (+25%), Lassen (+12%) = +10%   

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Continuing to see an increase in rider count.  
We are ordering new backgrounds for purchase, updates will follow in September. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)-  
General Fund-$7994   Land Use-$19883   Corey Herring Scholarship Fund-$8849 (After most 
recent scholarships were awarded) 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 
Phil motions to approve August’s meeting minutes, Jack Reader seconds the motion. All 
approved. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) 
All points are updated since CHMMC race. We are working on a new design for year-end 
trophies this year. No bumped rider updates, if someone is requesting to be bumped they 
must contact Ryan Hyken. 



Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) 
Going smoothly, it is possible that riders will be bumped soon. 

Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter)  
The Land bill passed the House of Rep. and is now in the Senate for approval. There are 6 
different parts to this land grab bill. The land grab will probably move through the Senate 
with the other parts of the bill. Dave is in the process of setting up a meeting with the BLM 
before the end of summer to put together an agenda and move forward. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 

careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 

218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 

positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 

required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 

race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year.There 

were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 

be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 

that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 

Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  

 

Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- Rider count in 2015 was 178. In 2016, the rider count was 

up with a total of 317. There were 54 team racers at this event. The location change seemed to 

help increase the number of riders this year. There was an issue regarding the dust, because 

there wasn’t enough water. The track owners are more open to getting the necessary resources 

for next years’ race. There were 9 injuries at the CHMMC race. Discussed sweepers that were 

on the track at the same time as the mini’s. 

WSRA- Toulon, NV-Race is on track and it will be a dual-sanction race with points allotted for 
both. 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Looks good, still waiting on official 
permits. 



Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV  **Location change-Winnemucca Mountain area, staging at Jungo 
road. Elko will be the back-up location.  

MVDS- Still waiting on permits 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas cans and damage 
done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an eye on your camp and the people who 
are wandering around in the pits. 

Corey Herring Scholarship-  4 Scholarship winners have been determined! 
Congratulation to: Jason Alosi-$1000 (UNR), Jordan Herring- $1000 (TMCC),  
Elle Thomas- $500 (UNR), Jacob Ayala-$500 (TMCC) 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
* March 11-12…..………Western States  
* October 7-8…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It actually came in less 
than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring 
REMSA. Equipment will be ready by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms 
for the MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded for any lost, 
stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 
*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) We will be looking in to having the banquet at The Nugget on 
January 14, 2017. More details to follow.  

MRANN Family fun days-(Team Grease)- Postponed 

Protest- A racer (CM) was docked 5 positions because the race course worker (RS) claims that the rider 
unsafely came through the stop check making contact with the course worker. The racer is challenging 
the clubs decision to impose this penalty. The sub-committee was formed, and statements were 
submitted from the racer and also the course worker. Club representatives had the opportunity to 
discuss and determined that the original determination the club made was valid and upheld. 7 voted 
yes to allow the original determination to stand, and 2 voted to dismiss the appealed determination.  



Club Presidents need to remind members, racers, workers to use caution while entering and exiting 
checks as well as course workers moving out of the way quickly.  
**Discussion- Etiquette checklist** 

x Media- Club members need to get on Race Talk on the MRANN site frequently and 
check for time sensitive information and items requiring voting. 

x Medical- (Chris Ingram) We currently have 3 medical backpacks that are in need of 
replacement due to broken zippers. We should also have 4 backpacks instead of 3, to 
accommodate all of the supplies necessary.  The cost is $160 wholesale, $215 retail 
each. 
Ryan Hyken made a motion to purchase 4 new medical backpacks to replace the 
broken backpacks. This motion was 2nd by Steve Tichenor. This motion was all 
approved. 

x Possibility to purchase more SAT phones vs. SPOT.  
x People are having a difficult time locating where the medical staff is stationed in the 

pits. In order to stand out more, there was a suggestion to get medical flags or 
magnets that affix to the vehicles, to help locate medical staff more quickly and 
efficiently. No decision made at this time to purchase items.  

x A potential rule to all clubs was discussed. (Must have a designated and marked area 
for medical staff and equipment at each race) No voting occurred to make this official. 

x We need to come up with a standardized comprehensive plan, when utilizing  medical 
staff and supplies. Need to discuss access points for vehicles/care flight to reach 
injured riders, prior to race. 

x Discussion: How does a club from another state become established here? 
(Representatives from the Polka-Dots MC attended the meeting)  
The process is as follows: It needs to be presented to the board, a written proposal 
needs to also be sent to the board, with a plan stating the date/sanctioning/permits 
already in hand from the BLM or private property. Club is responsible to uphold all 
requirements under MRANN such as: Santi-Huts, Communication, Medical etc. and 
also be voted in by each club already affiliated with MRANN. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

Medical Equipment: (Seth) We need to continue to beef up medical supplies in order to 
provide the service that REMSA provides. (More splints, hot packs, cold packs, saline and 
gauze)  

Dave made a motion to “beef up” medical supply inventory prior to the next race and 
allocating a maximum of $300.00, in order to get these supplies. Phil-Seconds motion, All 
approved. 



Discussed rider support: Enhance rider safety with communication, medical supplies/back 

packs & Care Flight. 

2017 Banquet: 

January 14, 2017 at The Nugget in Sparks, NV. Deposit has been made. We are still in the 

process of reserving a DJ. We will be awarding Sportsman of the Year, Family of the Year and 

also recognizing current board members and introducing incoming board members. We will 

have security at the door this year, only allowing ticket holders access to the banquet hall. In 

order to cover increasing banquet costs. 

A motion was made by Jack to increase the cost of adult tickets from $30 per person to $35 

per person and the child’s ticket will remain the same at $15 per ticket. This motion was 

second by Phil H. and all clubs in attendance approved this action unanimously. 

Discussion: Polka-Dots (Sean Rhodes)-Not in attendance. Curt Crandall wants to do a triple 

sanctioned race in Prairie City. We will discuss again when they are in attendance. 

Nomination will be held at the September 6th board meeting. Please nominate people for the 

2017 MRANN Board Positions: 

President- (Need to fill) 

Vice President- 

Treasurer- (Need to fill) 

Secretary- (Need to fill) 

Land Use Rep.- (Need to fill) 

Big bike referee- 

Mini bike referee- 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:05 pm   

Next Meeting: 9/6/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm        



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 6/7/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:02 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 1 

Rimbenders M/C- 1 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 0 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 0 

                                                                MVDS- 1 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                                WSRA- 2 

President- (Chris Maas) Rider count is up 10% from 2015. 

Trailblazer race- (-3%), Cheatbender (+25%), Lassen (+12%) = +10%   

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Continuing to see an increase in rider count.  

We are ordering new backgrounds for purchase. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)-  

Absent 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 

Phil motions to approve May’s meeting minutes, Dave seconds the motion. All approved. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) No new updates. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) 

Absent 

Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter)  

The land grab at Moonrocks is in progress. Information from AMA states that this bill is 

already in the House of Representatives. The bill was written by Mark Amodei. The idea is to 

transfer a large portion of BLM land to the Indian Colony. The result of this would mean less 



trail access. Different maps show our race areas, so meeting with BLM to show them what we 
use is imperative. Lassen will be affected on the Fort Sage area because of Sage Grouse. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 
careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 
218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 
positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 
required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 
race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year.There 
were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 
be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 
that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 
Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  

 
Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- Permits are in. Pee wee course is 1 mile, mini & women is 
3 miles, big bike course is 4 miles. The owners of Honey Lake MX track are requesting a $5 
camping fee. Release forms must be signed at the gate, these forms will also be available on 
the MRANN site. 

WSRA- Toulon, NV-Race is on track and it will be a dual-sanction race with points allotted for 
both. 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Looks good, still waiting on official 
permits. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV  **Location change-Winnemucca Mountain area, staging at Jungo 
road. Elko will be the back-up location.  

MVDS- Still waiting on permits. 

 

 



 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas cans and damage 
done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an eye on your camp and the people who 
are wandering around in the pits. 

Corey Herring Scholarship-  4 Scholarship winners have been determined! 
Congratulation to: Jason Alosi-$1000 (UNR), Jordan Herring- $1000 (TMCC),  
Elle Thomas- $500 (UNR), Jacob Ayala-$500 (TMCC) 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 
* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C 
* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 
* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 
* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 
* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 
*              ?              ………Western States  
* October 7-8…………...Tankslappers M/C 
* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 
* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It actually came in less 
than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring 
REMSA. Equipment will be ready by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms 
for the MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded for any lost, 
stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 
*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) We will be looking in to having the banquet at The Nugget on 
January 14, 2017. More details to follow.  

MRANN Family fun days-(Team Grease)- Postponed 

Protest- A racer (CM) was docked 5 positions because the race course worker (RS) claims that the rider 
unsafely came through the stop check making contact with the course worker. The racer is challenging 
the clubs decision to impose this penalty. The sub-committee was formed, and statements were 
submitted from the racer and also the course worker. Club representatives had the opportunity to 
discuss and determined that the original determination the club made was valid and upheld. 7 voted 
yes to allow the original determination to stand, and 2 voted to dismiss the appealed determination.  
Club Presidents need to remind members, racers, workers to use caution while entering and exiting 
checks as well as course workers moving out of the way quickly.  
**Discussion- Etiquette checklist** 



 

NEW BUSINESS: 

x Media- Club members need to get on Race Talk on the MRANN site frequently and 
check for time sensitive information and items requiring voting. 

x Medical- (Chris Ingram) We currently have 3 medical backpacks that are in need of 
replacement due to broken zippers. We should also have 4 backpacks instead of 3, to 
accommodate all of the supplies necessary.  The cost is $160 wholesale, $215 retail 
each. 
Ryan Hyken made a motion to purchase 4 new medical backpacks to replace the 
broken backpacks. This motion was 2nd by Steve Tichenor. This motion was all 
approved. 

x Possibility to purchase more SAT phones vs. SPOT.  
x People are having a difficult time locating where the medical staff is stationed in the 

pits. In order to stand out more, there was a suggestion to get medical flags or 
magnets that affix to the vehicles, to help locate medical staff more quickly and 
efficiently. No decision made at this time to purchase items.  

x A potential rule to all clubs was discussed. (Must have a designated and marked area 
for medical staff and equipment at each race) No voting occurred to make this official. 

x We need to come up with a standardized comprehensive plan, when utilizing  medical 
staff and supplies. Need to discuss access points for vehicles/care flight to reach 
injured riders, prior to race. 

x Discussion: How does a club from another state become established here? 
(Representatives from the Polka-Dots MC attended the meeting)  
The process is as follows: It needs to be presented to the board, a written proposal 
needs to also be sent to the board, with a plan stating the date/sanctioning/permits 
already in hand from the BLM or private property. Club is responsible to uphold all 
requirements under MRANN such as: Santi-Huts, Communication, Medical etc. and 
also be voted in by each club already affiliated with MRANN. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:07 pm   

Next Meeting: 8/2/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm        

NO JULY MEETING!!!!!!!!!!!!!                                                                                                   



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 5/3/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:02 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                                Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                                Corey Herring M/C- 1 

                                                                Lassen M/C- 2 

                                                                MVDS- 2 

                                                                Gold Diggers M/C- 1 

                                                                WSRA- 0 

President- (Chris Maas) Nothing new at this time. 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Continuing to see an increase in rider count.  

# Saturday riders-289      # Sunday riders-130 33 riders signed up at the Lassen race. People who 

are only buying 1-day cards are coming back to race more. Pre-made backgrounds have been 

doing really well. 

Treasurer’s Report- (Keith Serpa)-  

Land Use- $17426, General fund-$8323,  

CHHMC-$10786-(Keith will check with Morgan Stanley account regarding Corey Herring 

balance) 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 

Chris  made a motion to approve April minutes, Ed Sellers seconds motion, All approved. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) Points are updated. Bumped riders: Greg Wyman 43X Nov. to 

Am. & Dave Rennie Am. To Ex. CLUB PRESIDENTS, PLEASE INFORM RIDERS OF 
CHANGES/BUMPS. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) Points are updated. 



Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter) Dave has put together a pretty decent map. He will 
make copies for review. Maps have been made that show the perimeter of race areas we use. 
We want to use them to show the BLM where our races take place. The Indian Colony and 
legislature are trying to land grab Moonrocks area. BLM  doesn’t have much to do with this, it’s  
more legislative. Don Amador from Blue Ribbon Coalition is aware of this, and he needs race 
access points that are being affected. Please send Google maps, race maps etc. top Dave in 
order to help Don. There is a link on racetalk on the www.racemrann.com to complete an auto 
generated letter. Please spread the word so we can make sure as many letters are submitted as 
possible. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some injuries, one 
careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 total riders this year. Last year 
218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot of riders were 
positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for broken arms, other injuries that 
required the use of MRANN’s medical equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. 
Everyone kept a very clean camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Rider count for MRANN was up 10% this year from last year, team 
race is helping with that increase. Lassen had 208 total riders this year and 186 last year.There 
were some minor injuries. The SAT phones were unable to call out. The country code needs to 
be dialed before calling out or it will not work. SPOT Trackers were NOT used. It was mentioned 
that MRANN needs to make a quick guide that stays with the SAT phones and the SPOT 
Trackers so anyone can use the devices if in need.  
**DISCUSSION-Nick Alosi also recommended that MRANN needs to make their own 

antenna/mobile box that would relay handheld devices/and antennas throughout all check 

points and pits throughout the race for better communication. This system would cost 

between $2000-$2500 to make with extra hand held devices. Club reps will discuss with clubs 

and report back at next MRANN meeting. 

Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- NEW LOCATION! HONEYLAKE! 

Scheduled for Father’s Day weekend! 

Permits are in progress…..still waiting for official go ahead.  

WSRA- Toulon, NV-No longer going to put on the National Hare N Hound. Club could not meet 
the national requirements. New course is good to go! 

 

http://www.racemrann.com/


Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- East side of the road, permits are in. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Still waiting on cost of permit. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV  **Location change-Winnemucca Mountain area, staging at Jungo 

road. Elko will be the back-up location. 

MVDS- Possibly racing at last years’ location or Winnemucca 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas cans and 

damage done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an eye on your camp and 

the people who are wandering around in the pits. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

Corey Herring Scholarship-  4 Scholarship winners have been determined! 

Congratulation to: Jason Alosi-$1000 (UNR), Jordan Herring- $1000 (TMCC),  

Elle Thomas- $500 (UNR), Jacob Ayala-$500 (TMCC) 

2017 TENTATIVE RACE SCHEDULE- 

* February 4-5………….Cheaters M/C & Rimbenders M/C 

* February 18-19……...Trailblazers M/C 

* April 8-9………………...Lassen M/C 

* June 17-18…………..…Corey Herring M/C 

* September 9-10……..Gold Diggers M/C 

*              ?              ………Western States  

* October 7-8…………...Tankslappers M/C 

* October 28-29………..Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C 

* November 11-12…….Mason Valley Dirt Squirts  

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It actually 

came in less than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of providing EMT’s at their 
race instead of hiring REMSA. Equipment will be ready by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give 

Tina fillable check out forms for the MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club 

points will be awarded for any lost, stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 

*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Banquet- (Amy DeLaney) We will be looking in to having the banquet at The Nugget 

on January 14, 2017. More details to follow.  

MRANN Family fun days-(Team Grease)- Postponed 



Protest- A racer (CM) was docked 5 positions because the race course worker (RS) claims that 

the rider unsafely came through the stop check making contact with the course worker. The 

racer is challenging the clubs decision to impose this penalty. The sub-committee was 

formed, and statements were submitted from the racer and also the course worker. Club 

representatives had the opportunity to discuss and determined that the original 

determination the club made was valid and upheld. 7 voted yes to allow the original 

determination to stand, and 2 voted to dismiss the appealed determination.  

Club Presidents need to remind members, racers, workers to use caution while entering and 

exiting checks as well as course workers moving out of the way quickly.  

**Discussion- Etiquette checklist** 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:13 pm   

Next Meeting: 6/7/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm                                                                                                                                                                          



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 4/5/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:00 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 1 

Rimbenders M/C- 0 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 0 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                       MVDS- 2 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 2 

President- (Chris Maas) Nothing new at this time. 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Continuing to see an increase in rider count. We 

are using premade backgrounds for $5 per set instead of individual numbers and 

letters at sign-ups for temporary numbers.  

Treasurer Report- (Keith Serpa)-  

Land Use- $17424, General fund-$5850.58, CHHMC-$11288 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) Points are up, looking at bumping riders after 

Lassen results are posted. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) Absent……Club points for Haden Himphill? 



Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter) Dave has put together a pretty 

decent map. He will make copies for review. MRANN website- CA. monument 

voting stuff, take it back to your clubs. We need people to weigh in on this issue. 

Dave was not appointed to the recreational advisory committee. In the process of 

revamping management plan to be more transparent. More time frame for public 

entities, meaning more time for protests etc. Updating the process, maps are 

almost done and will have them available for the next meeting. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some 

injuries, one careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 

total riders this year. Last year 218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot 

of riders were positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for 

broken arms, other injuries that required the use of MRANN’s medical 
equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. Everyone kept a very clean 

camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Course looks good and ready to go! There are several 

spectating opportunities, going to run course on the west side for a variety of land 

use. Team race will be 14 miles for 1 ½ hours. Saturday will be a 36 mile Hare N 

Hound. Sunday will be 2, 40-50 mile loops with nice washes. 

Corey Herring M/C –Honeylake, CA- NEW LOCATION! HONEYLAKE! 

WSRA- Toulon, NV-No longer going to put on the National Hare N Hound. Club 

could not meet the national requirements. New course is good to go! 

Tankslappers M/C- Nightingale, NV- 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Still waiting on cost of 
permit. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV Possibly race outside of Winnemucca 

MVDS- Possibly racing at last years’ location or Winnemucca 



OLD BUSINESS: 

Polka Dots (D36) want to join MRANN- Polka Dots would like to come to a 
MRANN meeting and discuss helping how to increase rider count upwards of 
700. They will have their monthly meeting and possibly come to our meeting 
next month to discuss. AMA- could be a potential issue. (Did not attend 3/1/16) 

Electric bike in Pee Wee race-  Discussion…Only advantage would be at the 
starting line. 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas 
cans and damage done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an 
eye on your camp and the people who are wandering around in the pits. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

 Corey Herring Scholarship- Go back to your clubs and let them know the 
information is on the MRANN website. Application deadline is March 20th! 

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It 
actually came in less than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of 
providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring REMSA. Equipment will be ready 
by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms for the 
MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded 
for any lost, stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 
*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

MRANN Family fun days- Possible dates: 5/14 & 5/15. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 7:28 pm    

Protest- A racer (CM)was docked 2 positions because the race course worker 
(RS)claims that the rider unsafely came through the stop check making contact 
with the course worker. The racer is challenging the clubs decision to impose 
this penalty. The sub-committee will begin investigating the incident and will 
report back accordingly by the next MRANN meeting date of 5/3/16. 

Next Meeting: 5/3/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm                                                                                                                                                                          



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 3/1/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:02 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 1 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                       MVDS- 0 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 1 

President- (Chris Maas) Nothing new at this time. 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) 355 total riders have signed up for MRANN so 
far, we are using premade backgrounds for $5 per set instead of individual 
numbers and letters at sign-ups for temporary numbers. Largest classes so far are 
the Saturday women’s class and Sunday’s Over 40 class. 

Treasurer Report- (Keith Serpa)- Absent 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) Points are up to date after Trailblazers race. Good 
communication with riders. We need to adjust the forms, MRANN cards etc. to 
reflect the bike make for contingency programs. 

 



Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) In the process of straightening out the club 
rosters to reflect points. Point system is difficult for Saturday, as it doesn’t discuss 
bumping mini riders but the women’s class it does.  

Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter) Dave has put together a pretty 
decent map. He will make copies for review. MRANN website- CA. monument 
voting stuff, take it back to your clubs. We need people to weigh in on this issue. 
Dave was not appointed to the recreational advisory committee. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Race went well, positive feedback, some 
injuries, one careflighted, another with a hurt shoulder and a knee injury. 212 
total riders this year. Last year 218 total riders. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV-197 total riders, 13 teams, a lot 
of riders were positive and happy about the course. One rider careflighted for 
broken arms, other injuries that required the use of MRANN’s medical 
equipment. Rider count was up by 40 from last year. Everyone kept a very clean 
camp. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA- Changed the women’s course. More challenging than 
before. Sat. Mini/women/bomber will have a 30 mile Hare N Hound. Big bikes will 
have 2 40-50 mile loops and some nice sand washes. 

Corey Herring M/C -Fernley, NV-Looking for a new area to race, nothing 
confirmed yet. 

WSRA- Toulon, NV-No longer going to put on the National Hare N Hound. Club 
could not meet the national requirements 

Tankslappers M/C- Lovelock or Nightingale. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Still waiting on cost of 

permit. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV Possibly race outside of Winnemucca 



MVDS- Possibly racing at last years’ location or Winnemucca 

OLD BUSINESS: 

 2016 Rule book changes- 

Ryan made a motion to add electric motorcycle to Article 5, section 15, pg. 20. 

Scott seconds the motion and clubs vote: TB-2Y, LA-1Y, WS-1Y, CHM-2Y,CH-2N, 

RB-2N, TS-2N, MV-2N = 6 Yes/8 No Motion was VOTED NO!  

BLUCRU- Money has already been assigned for the 2016 race season. MRANN will 

apply in July 2016 for 2017. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

Polka Dots (D36) want to join MRANN- Polka Dots would like to come to a 

MRANN meeting and discuss helping how to increase rider count upwards of 

700. They will have their monthly meeting and possibly come to our meeting 

next month to discuss. AMA- could be a potential issue. (Did not attend 3/1/16) 

Corey Herring Scholarship- Go back to your clubs and let them know the 

information is on the MRANN website. Application deadline is March 20th! 

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It 

actually came in less than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of 

providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring REMSA. Equipment will be ready 
by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms for the 

MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded 

for any lost, stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 

*We need to replenish and beef up our medical supply inventory. 

*Steve made a motion that it will be the club’s responsibility to pay for the 

medical supplies that are used at their race, it is not an expense for MRANN. 

Chris seconds the motion, votes are unanimous to have club’s pay for supplies 

used at their race. 

 



Electric bike in Pee Wee race-  Discussion…Only advantage would be at the 
starting line. 

Secure your personal items at races- There were stolen generators, helmets, gas 
cans and damage done to trailers/trucks at the Trailblazers race. Please keep an 
eye on your camp and the people who are wandering around in the pits.  

MRANN Family fun days- Possible dates: 5/14 & 5/15. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 7:56 pm    

Next Meeting: 4/5/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                    



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 2/2/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:00 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 2 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                       MVDS- 2 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 1 

President- (Chris Maas) Nothing new at this time. 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) 124 people have signed up for MRANN so far, 

We will be using premade backgrounds instead of individual numbers and letters 

at sign-ups for temporary numbers. 

Treasurer Report- (Keith Serpa)- The general fund has-$3609, Land Use -$17424, 

Cory Herring Fund-$11175 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Previous months minutes 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) We need rosters from the following clubs ASAP! 

Lassen M/C, CHMMC, WSRA, Tankslappers. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) Looking forward to the upcoming races. 

 



Land Use Committee Report: (Dave Zotter) Please get Dave coordinates to put 

on a full MRANN map to BLM. Don Amador needs examples of the excessive 

fees required. If your club has been affected by this, please contact Dave 

immediately. 

Race report updates:  

Trailblazers M/C- Nightingale, NV- Snow, melting, all is well. Potential Re-route 

if we have more storms. 

Cheaters & Rimbenders M/C-Blue Wing Flat, NV Submitted new section to BLM, 

more mountainous terrain, 2-45mile loops. 

Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA. Got permit, looking good. 

Corey Herring M/C -Fernley, NV  Looking at changing race times to avoid the 

heat. 

WSRA- Toulon, NV  Approached to put on National. This would change the race 

location to Yerington. It would be a 3-sanctioned race. No more endures due to 

lack of club personnel/support. 

Tankslappers M/C- Lovelock, Nightingale, all good to go. 

Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV Still waiting on cost of 

permit. 

Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV Possibly race outside of Winnemucca 

MVDS- Possibly racing at last years’ location or Winnemucca 

 2016 Rule book changes- 

Ryan made a motion to add electric motorcycle to Article 5, section 15, pg. 20. 

Scott seconds the motion and clubs vote: TB-2Y, LA-1Y, WS-1Y, CHM-2Y,CH-2N, 

RB-2N, TS-2N, MV-2N = 6 Yes/8 No Motion was VOTED NO!  

BLUCRU- Money has already been assigned for the 2016 race season. MRANN 

will apply in July 2016 for 2017. 



Polka Dots (D36) want to join MRANN- They would like to help increase rider 

count upwards of 700. They will have their monthly meeting and possibly come 

to our meeting next month to discuss. AMA- could be a potential issue. 

Corey Herring Scholarship- We will get the applications out by the end of Feb. to 

Tina. We will distribute to schools so it can be part of scholarship ceremonies. 

Dave will talk to Ziggy and we will have details at March meeting. 

Medical Equipment- (Seth Williams) The original estimate was around $2,500. It 

actually came in less than expected at $1,500. Clubs will have the option of 

providing EMT’s at their race instead of hiring REMSA. Equipment will be ready 
by the Trailblazers race. Seth will give Tina fillable check out forms for the 

MRANN site. Gear will be stored at RMS and ZERO club points will be awarded 

for any lost, stolen, or damaged equipment that is not reported. 

Sand Box GP- Points will be awarded for vintage/bombers in order to boost 

participation. 

MRANN Family Fun Days- Team GREASE will host this event in mid-May. This 

will be a fun filled weekend with numerous events. There will be a band, a team 

race, slow race and much more! Details to come. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 7:47 pm    

Next Meeting: 3/1/16 Round Table Pizza Old Town Mall @ 7:00 pm                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 1/5/2016 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:00 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                       MVDS- 2 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 1 

President- (Chris Maas) Welcome to 2016 MRANN meeting. We will do our best 
to make MRANN the best it can be. 

Vice President- (Steve Tichenor) Please sign up for MRANN cards ASAP. Have 
about 30 members for 2016 so far. Applications are available on 
www.racemrann.com If you have any questions, please email Steve at: 
steve.tichenor@crl.com  

Treasurer Report- (Keith Serpa)- Financials update: General Fund-$2,997         
Land Use-$17,424       Corey Herring-$11,175 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Reviewed previous months minutes. 

Big Bike Referee- (Ryan Hyken) Please send all club rosters ASAP to 
mrannbigbikeref@gmail.com  

Mini Bike Referee- (Seth Williams) Plans to attend all Saturday races 

http://www.racemrann.com/
mailto:steve.tichenor@crl.com
mailto:mrannbigbikeref@gmail.com


Land Use Committee- (Dave Zotter) There will be a meeing in the next few weeks 
with the BLM. If any clubs are having a problem getting permits approved for 
races, please contact Dave Zotter at: dzotter@washoeschools.net so he can help 
you. ****We need more volunteers for the land use committee!!! 

RACE REPORTS- ALL CLUBS 

*Trailblazers M/C- Nightengale, NV February 13-14: Everything is a go. Team race 
will be an 18 mile loop and will be 1 ½ hour race. 

*Cheaters & Rimbender M/C- Blue Wing Flat, NV February 27-28: On track as 
planned (All Cheater/Rimbender club members will work 1st race!) 

*Lassen M/C- Wendel, CA April 9-10: Permit is in progress, 2 laps 35-40 miles per 
loop. 

*Corey Herring M/C- Fernley, NV Speedway June 18-19: It will be on the 
motocross track, but they are trying to open up more land near the cemetery for 
larger loop. 

*Gold Diggers M/C- Elko, NV September 10-11: No rep. present 

*WSRA- Toulon, NV September 24-25: Harescramble  

*Tankslappers M/C- Purgatory Peak, NV October 8-9: Still looking at areas. 

*Rimbenders M/C & Cheaters M/C- Moonrocks, NV October 29-30: Waiting on 
permit cost.  

*MVDS-TBD November 12-13 (If Rimbender race in October is cancelled, MVDS  
will switch their race date to October 29-30) 

NEW BUSINESS: 

*Banquet Overview: Was held on December 5th, 2015 @ The Nugget. 

x Good feedback-people liked the food, hotel rooms and amenities, need a stage, DJ-awful 
x Banquet date for 2016…? Before XMAS or After New Year? 
x Discussed how to determine race of the year. Will it continue to be voted on by only those 

riders who raced every race of the season? 

mailto:dzotter@washoeschools.net


x NEW BUSINESS CONTINUED: 

*2016 Rule book changes: Need to update the rules as follows: 

x Amend: Maximum fees for races- Max is $60 for entry fee 
x Add in Land Use admin/committee members 
x Go over changes next meeting 

*Increase 2016 Rider Membership: Each club will be responsible for putting on a 
team race, as voted on in December of 2015.  

*    Make MRANN T-shirts with race dates on the back to promote advertising. 

 *    Spend  more money on advertising….billboard? 

* Corey Herring Scholarship: 

 *   The Corey Herring Scholarship fund is set up for kids who are apart of MRANN who are going 
on to college. They have disbursed around $22,000. They are working on a debit card system that would 
allow recipients to use the scholarship directly for books/school related expenses. 

 *     We will be promoting this scholarship on the MRANN website. 

* Open Forum 

 *     Medical Supplies-We have a missing SAT phone. There will be a checkout system so we can 
inventory when supplies are used and need to be replaced. Clubs will be responsible for providing EMT’s 
or using REMSA. If club members are EMT certified or higher, the club no longer has to use REMSA as 
the sole provider. 

MOTION #1- Seth made a motion to purchase medical equipment that meets or exceeds 
Winnemucca’s BLM stipulations for MRANN by the 1st race not exceeding $2,500ÆDave-Seconds the 
motion……This motion was passed unanimously by all clubs and board members. 

 *     UTV Checkout- Side by side came back damaged and dirty after last club used it. MRANN 
equipment MUST come back clean and any mechanical issues/damage needs to be reported 
immediately. Not following these directions could result in deposit being forfeited upon review.  

 *    MRANN Trailer needs new tires and the tongue crank is broken. 

 *    Contingency Programs- KTM/HUSKY HOOK-IT- Also look into Yamaha Blu Cru (Chris) 

 *    Team race rules- Each club will put on a team race. 2 riders per team, $20 per rider=$40 per 
team, Must have a MRANN card to participate, must be 65cc Amateur and up to race, 90 minute race 
and there will be an end of year trophy. 



MOTION #2- Tina made a motion to allow 85cc and up to race the team raceÆSteve-Seconds the 
motion…..the club and board votes resulted in a tie. 

REVISED MOTION- In order to race the team race, the rider must be a 65cc Amateur or 
higher….Motion was passed with a YES vote.  

MOTION #3-Gary Moore made a motion to score the bomber class in order to recognize and grow the 
classÆEd-Seconds the motion…..This motion was passed with a YES vote                                             
**Trophy will also be given at the end of the 2016 season for Bomber class. 

***We need to collect money from the Tankslappers and the Gold Diggers for 
one-day MRANN cards. Free 1-day MRANN cards were NOT voted and approved 
on. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 8:04   

Next Meeting: 2/2/16 @ Bully’s 18156 Wedge Parkway, Reno NV @ 7:00 pm                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                

Meeting Minutes have been transcribed and approved by: 

________________________________    DATE:  ______________ 

Amy DeLaney, MRANN Secretary 

 

 



MEETING'MINUTES'FROM:'12/1/2015'

Meeting'Called'to'order'@'7:10'p.m.'

ROLL'CALL'FOR'CLUB'REPRESENTATION:'

Trailblazers*M/C.*2*

Tankslappers*M/C.*1*

Rimbenders*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************Cheaters*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Corey*Herring*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************Lassen*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************MVDS.*0*

*******************************************************Gold*Diggers*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************WSRA.*0*

PresidentH*(Paul*Ziegler)*Club*Presidents*need*to*send*rosters*in*now*so*riders*can*
get*club*points*accordingly.*

Vice'PresidentH*(Keith*Serpa)*We*need*to*collect*money*from*the*Tankslappers*
and*the*Gold*Diggers*for*one.day*MRANN*cards.*Free*1.day*MRANN*cards*were*
NOT*voted*and*approved*on.*

Treasurer'ReportH*(Dennis*Belingheri).*The*general*fund*has.$13645,*****************
Land*Use*.$17424,*Cory*Herring*Fund.$10915*

Secretary'ReportH*(Amy*DeLaney)*Banquet*details*

Big'Bike'RefereeH'(Chris*Maas)*No*updates*

Mini'Bike'RefereeH*(Reece*Honea)*No*updates*

*



Banquet:*Will*be*held*on*December*5th,*2015*@*The*Nugget.*

• Big'Bike'TrophiesH'Chris*
• Mini'Bike'TrophiesH'Reece*
• Special'AwardsHDennis*
• AnnouncersH'Reece'&'Chris*
• DJH'After'awards'until'12:00'am.*
• Discussion'on'table'reservations'for'clubs'etc.*
• Race'of'the'year'will'be'voted'on'by'only'those'riders'who'raced'every'race'of'the'2015'

season.*
• Sportsman'of'the'year'nominationsH'*

Amy'Delaney'(Nominated'by'Paul,'2nd'by'Keith)*
Gary'Moore'(Nominated'by'Tina,'2nd'by'Chris)''''''''
Tina'Bodden''

• MRANN'board'will'meet'at'Nugget'on'12/5/2015'@'2:00'pm'to'set'up'

• Need'MRANN'stickers,'fliers,'race'schedulesHTina'

Trailblazers'Race:'February'13th'&'14th'*

• Flier*is*done*and*race*is*on*schedule,*little*whoops.*
• Motion*was*made*by*Chris*to*have*a*1.hour*Saturday*team*race*at*the*Trailblazers*

race*on*the*mini.course.*Motion*was*second*by*Keith.*
Unanimously*passed.*

Cheaters/Rimbenders'Race:'February'27th'&'28th''

• Blue*Wing*Flat.Widened*out,*open*washes,*no*whoops!'

Lassen:'April'9th'&'10th'

• Wendel.*Brand*new*course'

Corey'Herring:*Absent*

Gold'Diggers:'Absent*

WSRA:*Absent*

Tankslappers:*Absent*

Rimbenders:*Moonrocks*

MVDS:*Absent*



Meeting'Adjourned'at:'7:48'pm'''*

Next'Meeting:'1/5/16'@'Mi'Casa'Too'@'7:00'pm''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

************************************************************************************************

Meeting*Minutes*have*been*transcribed*and*approved*by:*

________________________________****DATE:**______________*

Amy*DeLaney,*MRANN*Secretary*



MEETING'MINUTES'FROM:'11/3/2015'

Meeting'Called'to'order'@'7:04'p.m.'

ROLL'CALL'FOR'CLUB'REPRESENTATION:'

Trailblazers*M/C.*2*

Tankslappers*M/C.*2*

Rimbenders*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************Cheaters*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************Corey*Herring*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************Lassen*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************MVDS.*1*

*******************************************************Gold*Diggers*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************WSRA.*1*

PresidentJ*(Paul*Ziegler)*The*last*couple*of*races*had*better*number*turnouts*than*
years*past.*Brought*up*the*possibility*of*shaking*up*the*race*schedules*in*the*
future*to*make*it*more*fair*to*all*clubs.*

Vice'PresidentJ*(Keith*Serpa)*We*need*to*collect*money*from*the*Tankslappers*
and*the*Gold*Diggers*for*one.day*MRANN*cards.*Free*1.day*MRANN*cards*were*
NOT*voted*and*approved*on.*

Treasurer'ReportJ*(Dennis*Belingheri).*Absent.The*general*fund*has.$15164,*****************
Land*Use*.$16520,*Cory*Herring*Fund.$10634*

Secretary'ReportJ*(Amy*DeLaney)*Banquet*details*

Big'Bike'RefereeJ'(Chris*Maas)*No*bumps,*official*results*and*points*will*be*
updated*ASAP.*Year.end*trophies*are*designed*and*awaiting*names.*



Mini'Bike'RefereeJ*(Reece*Honea)*Some*riders*were*bumped*and*will*be*

announced*at*the*banquet.'

OLD'BUSINESS:''

Tankslappers'Race'October'17th'&'18thJ'Purgatory'Peak'–*

*63*riders*on*Saturday*and*63*riders*on*Sunday.*1*rider*was*injured*and*care.

flighted.*Course*has*been*cleaned*up*and*held*up*well.*Recent*rain*has*flattened*

out*the*terrain.*Proper*safety*gear*is*extremely*important*and*MRANN*should*

consider*enforcing*regulations*for*safety.**

*Mileage*of*loops*were*not*accurate*and*clubs*MUST*make*sure*it*is*accurate*for*

gas*mileage*purposes.**

2016'Race'Dates:''~REVISED~(Corrections'are'in'RED)'

TrailblazersJ'February'13th'&'14th'

Cheaters/RimbendersJ'February'27th'&'28th''

'WSRAJ'March'12th'&'13thJ'***DELETED'RACE***''

LassenJ'April'9th'&'10th'

Corey'HerringJ'June'18th'&'19th'

Gold'DiggersJ'September'10th'&'11th''

WSRAJ'September'24th'&'25th'''

TankslappersJ'October'8th'&'9th''

Rimbender'Race'#2J'October'29th'&'30th''

MVDSJ'November'12th'&'13th''

Land'Use:'(Chris'Maas)'Each*club*President*needs*to*email*Chris*Maas*or*Dave*

Zotter*with*current*GPS*coordinates*to*see*if*the*Sage*Grouse*are*impacted*in*our*

areas.*The*grouse*are*not*considered*endangered.*The*BLM*is*trying*to*minimize*

recreational*use*and*working*against*us.**



Banquet:*Will*be*held*on*December*5th,*2015*@*The*Nugget.*

• Big'Bike'TrophiesJ'Chris*
• Mini'Bike'TrophiesJ'Reece*
• Special'AwardsJDennis*
• AnnouncersJ'Reece'&'Chris*
• DJJ'After'awards'until'12:00'am.*
• Discussion'on'table'reservations'for'clubs'etc.*
• Race'of'the'year'will'be'voted'on'by'only'those'riders'who'raced'every'race'of'the'2015'

season.*
• Sportsman'of'the'year'nominationsJ'*

Amy'Delaney'(Nominated'by'Paul,'2nd'by'Keith)*
Gary'Moore'(Nominated'by'Tina,'2nd'by'Chris)''''''''
Tina'Bodden''

2016'Board'Positions'were'voted'on'and'all'unanimously'passed'

The'MRANN'board'members'for'the'2016'race'season'are:'

PresidentJ'Chris'Maas''

Vice'PresidentJ'Stephen'Tichenor'

TreasurerJ'Keith'Serpa'

SecretaryJAmy'Delaney'

Big'Bike'RefereeJ'Ryan'Hyken'

Mini'Bike'RefereeJ'Seth'Williams'

Land'Use'RepJ'Dave'Zotter'

NEW'BUSINESS:*

*If'riders'DO'NOT'have'all'matching'numbers'on'ALL'number'plates,'they'will'be'
DISQUALIFIED!!!'The'referees'will'be'holding'clubs'accountable'for'enforcing'
numbers'on'all'3'number'plates.''

Bumped'ridersJ'Any'bumped'riders'will'be'notified'at'least'2'weeks'prior'to'the'
next'race'date.'



Medical'EquipmentJ'Up'to'date'and'properly'inspected'medical'equipment'

should'be'our'number'one'priority.'There'was'a'discussion'about'MRANN'

purchasing'our'own'set'of'medical'equipment'to'help'save'money'in'the'long'

run'as'well'as'having'on'site'up'to'date'medical'supplies.'Medical'equipment'

would'include'but'is'not'limited'to:'backboard,'AED,'traction'splint,'bandages'

etc.'Cost'will'be'discussed'at'a'future'MRANN'board'meeting.'

ProtestJ'There'was'a'protest'brought'to'the'MRANN'board’s'attention'regarding'

a'mini'rider'cutting'course.'Unfortunately,'this'protest'was'not'submitted'and'

received'in'writing'within'the'protest'timeline'per'the'MRANN'rules.'Protest'

was'dismissed.''

DiscussionJMRANN'should'purchase'a'sound'system'with'any'remaining'SWECO'

funds.'No'motions'made.'

Meeting'Adjourned'at:'8:20'pm''''

Next'Meeting:'12/1/15'@'Mi'Casa'Too'@'7:00'pm''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

************************************************************************************************

Meeting*Minutes*have*been*transcribed*and*approved*by:*

________________________________****DATE:**______________*

Amy*DeLaney,*MRANN*Secretary*



MEETING'MINUTES'FROM:'10/5/2015'

Meeting'Called'to'order'@'7:02'p.m.'

ROLL'CALL'FOR'CLUB'REPRESENTATION:'

Trailblazers*M/C.*2*

Tankslappers*M/C.*1*

Rimbenders*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Cheaters*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Corey*Herring*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************Lassen*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************MVDS.*2*

*******************************************************Gold*Diggers*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************WSRA.*1*

PresidentH*(Paul*Ziegler)*No*new**

Vice'PresidentH*(Keith*Serpa)*Mainly*selling*1*day*cards.*

Treasurer'ReportH*(Dennis*Belingheri).*The*general*fund*has.$15028,*****************
Land*Use*.$15280,*Cory*Herring*Fund.$9985*

**SWECO*Money*was*used*to*purchase*a*side.by.side*for*club*use*for*races.*The*
cost*was*$14,000*and*includes*a*trailer.*Decision*was*made*by*Paul*&*Dennis.*

Secretary'ReportH*(Amy*DeLaney)*Banquet*details.December*5th*need*to*make*
flier.*

Big'Bike'RefereeH'(Chris*Maas)*Point*changes*have*been*made*for*riders*in*
respective*clubs,*no*new*bumped*riders.*

Mini'Bike'RefereeH*(Reece*Honea)*WSRA*had*minimal*issues.*2*bumped*riders'



OLD'BUSINESS:''

MVDS'Race'September'12th'&'13th:'Awesome'race,'one'injury.'127'riders'total'

for'both'days.'Miscommunication'during'riders'meeting'regarding'mileage.'''

Paul'Z.'does'not'feel'that'this'race'should'be'considered'a'MRANN'race.''

*DiscussionH'Only'33'people'have'raced'every'race'at'this'point'of'the'season.'

We'need'to'put'on'better'quality'races'if'that'means'having'fewer'events.'Some'

people'aren’t'out'there'to'race'and'be'serious,'they'are'also'out'there'to'have'

fun.'We'need'to'promote'and'market'the'races'more'efficiently'and'get'fliers'to'

motorcycle'shops'all'over.'

Western'States'Race'September'26th'&'27thH'Toulon:*12o'riders'total.'PeeHwee'
course,'some'got'lost.'Brandon'Henning'was'in'a'collision'on'his'dirt'bike'with'

the'Harris’'truck.'

Tankslappers'Race'October'17th'&'18thH'Purgatory'Peak'Permits*are*in*hand,*46*
mile*hare*scramble.'

Gold'Diggers'Race'October'31st'&'November'1stHWinnemucca*

Not*present*

2016'Race'Dates:'APPROVED'

TrailblazersH'February'13th'&'14th'

Cheaters/RimbendersH'February'27th'&'28th''

'WSRAH'March'12th'&'13th''

LassenH'April'9th'&'10th'

Corey'HerringH'June'18th'&'19th'

MVDSH'September'10th'&'11th''

TankslappersH'October'1st'&'2nd'

Gold'DiggersH'?'

Rimbender'Race'#2H'October'29th'&'30th''



Land'Use:'(Chris'Maas)'The*group*met*a*week*ago*and*is*asking*each*club*
President*to*email*Chris*Maas*with*current*GPS*coordinates*to*see*if*the*Sage*
Grouse*are*impacted*in*our*areas.*The*grouse*are*not*considered*endangered.*
The*BLM*is*trying*to*minimize*recreational*use*and*working*against*us.*The*radius*
went*from*3*miles*to*4*circular*miles,*basically*the*BLM*broke*the*law*to*push*
their*agenda.*Don*Amador*is*involved*with*Dry*Valley.*

**Chris*made*a*motion*to*have*land*use*member*be*part*of*the*board*for*2016,*
Keith*Serpa*2nd*the*motion*and*the*votes*were*unanimously*in*favor*of*this*
motion.*

*

Banquet:*Will*be*held*on*December*5th,*2015*@*The*Nugget.*

• Big'Bike'TrophiesH'Chris*
• Mini'Bike'TrophiesH'Reece*
• Special'AwardsHDennis*
• AnnouncersH'Reece'&'Chris*
• DJH'After'awards'until'12:00'am.*
• Discussion'on'table'reservations'for'clubs'etc.*

Update'MRANN'website:*To*reflect*meeting*locations*

Board'Positions'Open'for'Nominees'for'2016:'

PresidentH'Chris'Maas''

Vice'PresidentH'Stephen'Tichenor'

TreasurerH'Keith'Serpa'

SecretaryHAmy'Delaney'

Big'Bike'RefereeH'Ryan'Hyken'

Mini'Bike'RefereeH'Seth'Williams'

Land'Use'RepH'Dave'Zotter'

'



'

NEW'BUSINESS:*

*If'riders'DO'NOT'have'all'matching'numbers'on'ALL'number'plates,'they'will'be'
DISQUALIFIED!!!'

TrophiesHChris'Maas'

JacketsH'Dennis'

Meeting'Adjourned'at:'7:57'pm''''

Next'Meeting:'11/3/15'@'Mi'Casa'Too'@'7:00'pm''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

************************************************************************************************



MEETING'MINUTES'FROM:'9/1/2015'

Meeting'Called'to'order'@'7:00'p.m.'

ROLL'CALL'FOR'CLUB'REPRESENTATION:'

Trailblazers*M/C.*2*

Tankslappers*M/C.*2*

Rimbenders*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Cheaters*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Corey*Herring*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Lassen*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************MVDS.*2*

*******************************************************Gold*Diggers*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************WSRA.*1*

*

PresidentI*(Paul*Ziegler)*No*new**

Vice'PresidentI*(Keith*Serpa)*MRANN*card*sales*are*slowing*down….mainly*selling*

1*day.*

Treasurer'ReportI*(Dennis*Belingheri).*The*general*fund*has.$12028,*****************
Land*Use*.$17280,*Cory*Herring*Fund.$9985,*SWEYCO.$17000**Discussion*

regarding*how*to*spend*Sweyco*money,*possible*buy*a*side*by*side*for*club*use.*****************************************************************************************************************

Secretary'ReportI*(Amy*DeLaney)*Banquet*details.December*5
th
*need*to*make*

flier.*

Big'Bike'RefereeI'(Chris*Maas)*Point*changes*have*been*made*for*riders*in*

respective*clubs,*currently*fixing*advancement*points.*



Mini'Bike'RefereeI*(Reece*Honea)*Discussed*if*electric*bikes*allowed*to*race*in*
the*50*class.'

OLD'BUSINESS:''

MVDS'Race'September'12th'&'13th:'32*mile*course,*big*washes,*3*laps,*big*

washes,*fast*race*course.*Road*looks*good*now.*Course*is*marked.*There*will*be*

rocky*washes,*huge*sand*washes.*Art*Verling*will*be*there*for*scoring.*

Western'States'Race'September'26th'&'27thI'Toulon:*Whoops*are*gone,*last*

enduro*being*put*on*by*WSRA*due*to*not*enough*volunteers.*Art*Verling*will*also*

be*using*scoring*system*at*this*event.**

Tankslappers'Race'October'17th'&'18thI'Purgatory'Peak'

Permits*are*in.*

Gold'Diggers'Race'October'31st'&'November'1stIWinnemucca*

Not*present*

BLM*Land*use:*Blue*Ribbon*Coalition.Every*club*needs*to*advocate*to*get*their*

members*to*submit*letters*to*BLM*regarding*sand*wash*closures.*This*is*important*

to*keep*riding*open,*need*everyone*to*be*proactive*and*involved.*

We*had*several*representatives*come*to*the*meeting*and*talk*about*how*they*

could*help*MRANN*with*land*use*issues.*One*is*an*attorney*who*is*willing*to*help*

with*the*environmental*law*aspect.*We*also*have*another*lady*who*is*a*BLM*

retiree,*willing*to*help*with*permits,*approaching*the*BLM*with*requests*and*

helping*with*the*grant*writing*process.*Chris*Maas’*father*is*also*willing*to*help*on*

an*as*needed*basis.*

Discussion:*Now*is*the*time*to*get*these*people*to*help*us*make*a*difference*

instead*of*just*talking*about*it.*Chris*Maas*has*headed*up*a*Land*Use*Committee*

to*get*the*ball*rolling.*

Use*money*in*land*use*fund*to*pay*for*EA,*or*entertain*the*idea*of*hiring*grant*

writers.*We*need*a*plan*on*how*to*move*forward*as*a*unified*group.*



If*anyone*is*interested*in*writing*grants,*please*come*to*next*MRANN*meetings.*

2016'Race'Dates:'APPROVED'

TrailblazersI'February'13th'&'14th'

Cheaters/RimbendersI'February'27th'&'28th''

'WSRAI'March'12th'&'13th''

LassenI'April'9th'&'10th'

Corey'HerringI'June'18th'&'19th'

MVDSI'September'10th'&'11th''

TankslappersI'October'1st'&'2nd'

Gold'DiggersI'?'

Rimbender'Race'#2I'October'29th'&'30th''

Land'Use:'(Chris'Maas)'Discussed*sage*Grouse,*Fort*Sage/Dry*Valley*all*of*NV.*
Current*maps*are*misleading*with*what*areas*are*impacted.*99.9%*of*MRANN*
races*are*NOT*close*to*Sage*Grouse.*New*maps*are*coming*out*in*Sept.*Possibility*
in*having*to*change*race*dates*for*2016.*Discussed*Johnson*Lane*flooding*issues*
because*residents*feel*it*is*due*to*OHV*use*in*the*area.*Flood*outreach*session*
with*BLM*is:*8/7/15*at*CVIC*Hall*in*Minden,*from*3:30.7.*There*has*been*a*
meeting*with*the*state*director.*New*legislation*on*how*grant*money*is*being*
spent.*Cost*recovery.*Carson*district*is*charging*more*than*others.*All*BLM*fees*
will*be*increasing,*BLM*doesn’t*know*why*each*district*charges*different*amounts.*
PUBLIC*COMMENT*IS*NOW*CLOSED!*Federal*Govt.*is*looking*at*amending*
stipulations.*

Banquet:*Will*be*held*on*December*5th,*2015*@*The*Nugget.*

• Big'Bike'TrophiesI'Chris*
• Mini'Bike'TrophiesI'Reece*
• Special'AwardsIDennis*
• AnnouncersI'Reece'&'Chris*
• DJI'After'awards'until'12:00'am.*



Update'MRANN'website:*To*reflect*meeting*locations*

Board'Positions'Open'for'Nominees'for'2016:'

PresidentI'Chris'Maas'&'Keith'Serpa'

Vice'PresidentI'

TreasurerI'Keith'Serpa'

SecretaryIAmy'

Big'Bike'RefereeI'

Mini'Bike'RefereeI'

NEW'BUSINESS:*

*Chris*Maas.*Proposal.*A*Land*Use*Rep.*should*be*voted*in*as*a*board*member*
position.*(Possibly*Dave*Zotter)*

*Ed'Sellers'from'MVDS'is'requesting'monetary'help'from'MRANN'land'use'fund'

to'help'with'club'fees'(BLM).'Dave'Zotter'recommends'not'to'pay'anything'to'

BLM'until'after'the'next'meeting'is'held'with'them.'

*If'riders'DO'NOT'have'all'matching'numbers'on'ALL'number'plates,'they'will'be'

DISQUALIFIED!!!'

*MOTION'MADE'FOLLOWING'DISCUSSIONI'MVDS'had'to'pay'BLM'$5487.49'to'

put'on'their'race.'Paul'Ziegler'made'a'motion'to'give'MVDS'$2000'to'help'offset'

club'fees.'Keith'Serpa'seconds'the'motion.'The'clubs'present'at'the'meeting'all'

voted'unanimously'to'pass'this'motion'and'pay'MVDS'$2000'to'help'cover'costs'

from'the'Land'Use'Fund.'

Meeting'Adjourned'at:'7:42'pm''''

Next'Meeting:'10/6/15'@'Mi'Casa'Too''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

************************************************************************************************



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 8/4/2015 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:00 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 1 

Rimbenders M/C- 0 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 1 

                                                       MVDS- 2 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 2 

 

President- (Paul Ziegler) Absent 

Vice President- (Keith Serpa) Absent 

Treasurer Report- (Dennis Belingheri)-Absent (reported by secretary)The general 
fund has-$12148, Land Use -$17280, Cory Herring Fund-$13100, SWEYCO-$17000                                                                                                                   

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Banquet details. Monthly email blasts seem to 
be going well. If anyone wants to be a part of the monthly emails, please send an 
email to: mrannsecretary@gmail.com.  

 

 

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


Big Bike Referee- (Chris Maas) Austin Wilson bumped to Expert.Need Club rosters 

ASAP from Cheaters & Rimbenders. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Reece Honea) Absent 

OLD BUSINESS:  

Corey Herring Race June 20th & 21st: 183 riders, 2 injuries. Fun race, scoring was a 

huge problem. Need to change sign-up sheets for scoring. People were filling out 

the wrong forms etc. Mini forms vs. Big bike race forms etc. 

MVDS Race September 12th & 13th: 32 mile course, big washes, 3 laps, big 

washes, fast race course. 

Western States Race September 26th & 27th- Toulon: Whoops are gone, last 

endure being put on by WSRA due to not enough volunteers. 

Race is a go! Permit is in. 2, 40 mile loops. 

Tankslappers Race October 17th & 18th- Purgatory Peak 

Permits are in. 

Gold Diggers Race October 31st & November 1st-Winnemucca 

Not present 

 

OLD BUSINESS CONTINUED:  

BLM Land use: Blue Ribbon Coalition-Every club needs to advocate to get their 

members to submit letters to BLM regarding sand wash closures. This is important 

to keep riding open, need everyone to be proactive and involved. 

We had several representatives come to the meeting and talk about how they 

could help MRANN with land use issues. One is an attorney who is willing to help 

with the environmental law aspect. We also have another lady who is a BLM 

retiree, willing to help with permits, approaching the BLM with requests and 



helping with the grant writing process. Chris Maas’ father is also willing to help on 
an as needed basis. 

Discussion: Now is the time to get these people to help us make a difference 
instead of just talking about it. Chris Maas has headed up a Land Use Committee 
to get the ball rolling. 

Use money in land use fund to pay for EA, or entertain the idea of hiring grant 
writers. We need a plan on how to move forward as a unified group. 

If anyone is interested in writing grants, please come to next MRANN meetings. 

NEW BUSINESS- 2016 Race Dates: 

Trailblazers- February 13th & 14th 

Cheaters/Rimbenders- February 27th & 28th  

 WSRA- March 12th & 13th  

Lassen- April 9th & 10th 

Corey Herring- June 18th & 19th 

MVDS- September 10th & 11th  

Tankslappers- October 1st & 2nd 

Gold Diggers- ? 

Rimbender Race #2- October 29th & 30th  

Land Use: (Chris Maas) Discussed sage Grouse, Fort Sage/Dry Valley all of NV. 
Current maps are misleading with what areas are impacted. 99.9% of MRANN 
races are NOT close to Sage Grouse. New maps are coming out in Sept. Possibility 
in having to change race dates for 2016. Discussed Johnson Lane flooding issues 
because residents feel it is due to OHV use in the area. Flood outreach session 
with BLM is: 8/7/15 at CVIC Hall in Minden, from 3:30-7. There has been a 
meeting with the state director. New legislation on how grant money is being 
spent. Cost recovery- Carson district is charging more than others. All BLM fees 
will be increasing, BLM doesn’t know why each district charges different amounts.  



Banquet: Will be held on December 5th, 2015 @ The Nugget. 

 

Update MRANN website: To reflect meeting locations 

 

Board Positions Open for Nominees for 2016: 

We will discuss at September meeting. If anyone is interested, please contact 

Amy DeLaney 

mrannsecretary@gmail.com 

Meeting Adjourned at: 7:41 pm                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


MEETING MINUTES FROM: 6/2/2015 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:06 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 1 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 0 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 2 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 2 

                                                       MVDS- 2 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 2 

 

President- (Paul Ziegler) Scholarship meeting was held. 5 applicants, 2 winners. 

Gauge Thomas-$2000 and Ryan Toomey $1000…..starting next year we would like 
to be more proactive in getting applicants as early as Sept/Oct.  

Vice President- (Keith Serpa) MRANN applications are continually being 

processed and cards are being made and sent out.  

Treasurer Report- (Dennis Belingheri)-The general fund has-$12148,                   

Land Use -$17280, Cory Herring Fund-$13100                                                                                                                   

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Banquet details coming soon. Monthly email 

blasts seem to be going well. If anyone wants to be a part of the monthly emails, 

please send an email to: mrannsecretary@gmail.com.  

 

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


 

Big Bike Referee- (Chris Maas) Need Club rosters ASAP from Cheaters & 
Rimbenders. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Reece Honea) No new news. 

 

OLD BUSINESS:  

Corey Herring Race June 20th & 21st: 

Big bike practice (20 minutes)…..Saturday there will be a raffle @ 4:00 p.m. 
Raffling off a Go-Pro, goggles, shirts and a Destry Abbot jersey.                      
Transponders will be used for this race. 

MVDS Race September 12th & 13th: Ed Sellers- Fighting BLM….Waiting for permits 
3, 30-mile loops. Linda (one of our volunteer land reps.) reduced the cost by $280 
and is working on reducing it more. The recent rain has really helped with the 
whoops. 

Western States Race September 26th & 27th- Toulon 

District 36 race on Saturday and all MRANN classes race on Sunday.  

Hare and Hound-People are welcome to race both days. Courses on Sat. and Sun. 
will be very similar.  

Race is a go! Permit is in. 2, 40 mile loops. 

Tankslappers Race October 17th & 18th- Purgatory Peak 

Permits are in. 

Gold Diggers Race October 31st & November 1st-Winnemucca 

Not present 

 



OLD BUSINESS CONTINUED:  

BLM Land use: Blue Ribbon Coalition-Every club needs to advocate to get their 
members to submit letters to BLM regarding sand wash closures. This is important 
to keep riding open, need everyone to be proactive and involved. 

We had several representatives come to the meeting and talk about how they 
could help MRANN with land use issues. One is an attorney who is willing to help 
with the environmental law aspect. We also have another lady who is a BLM 
retiree, willing to help with permits, approaching the BLM with requests and 
helping with the grant writing process. Chris Maas’ father is also willing to help on 
an as needed basis. 

Discussion: Now is the time to get these people to help us make a difference 
instead of just talking about it. Chris Maas has headed up a Land Use Committee 
to get the ball rolling. 

Use money in land use fund to pay for EA, or entertain the idea of hiring grant 
writers. We need a plan on how to move forward as a unified group. 

If anyone is interested in writing grants, please come to next MRANN meetings. 

NEW BUSINESS- 2016 Race Dates: 

Trailblazers- February 13th & 14th 

Cheaters/Rimbenders- February 27th & 28th  

 WSRA- March 12th & 13th  

Lassen- April 9th & 10th 

Corey Herring- June 18th & 19th 

MVDS- September 10th & 11th  

Tankslappers- October 1st & 2nd 

Gold Diggers- ? 

Rimbender Race #2- October 29th & 30th  



Land Use: (Chris Maas)  

What are the focus areas? Seeking input regarding sage grouse proposal. Linda 

will be able to help discuss at next MRANN meeting in August.  

OHV funds for sticker use-Using these funds for cost recovery for clubs. 

Race committee and permit process-We want a standard process regardless of 

area. Land acquisitions to prevent same race areas, multi-purpose use. Reaching 

out to Southern MRAN to see what they do for permitting. Reimbursement for 

meeting attendances for land use committee members. 

Board Positions Open for Nominees for 2016: 

We will discuss at August meeting. If anyone is interested, please contact 

Amy DeLaney 

mrannsecretary@gmail.com 

Reese’s Poker Run: 

Unofficial poker run to help offset medical bills. 

Meeting Adjourned at: 7:47 pm                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


MEETING MINUTES FROM: 5/5/2015 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:02 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 2 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 1 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 0 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 0 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 2 

                                                       MVDS- 2 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 0 

                                                       WSRA- 1 

 

President- (Paul Ziegler) Scholarship meeting at PJ’s on 5/12.  

Vice President- (Keith Serpa) MRANN applications are continually being 
processed and cards are being made and sent out.  

Treasurer Report- (Dennis Belingheri)-ABSENT- The general fund has-$12000,                   
Land Use -$17000, Cory Herring Fund-$12,822, sold SWACO for -$17,000                                                                                                                   

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Monthly email blasts seem to be going well. If 
anyone wants to be a part of the monthly emails, please send an email to: 
mrannsecretary@gmail.com.  

 

 

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


Big Bike Referee- (Chris Maas) Points are updated. Need Club rosters ASAP from 

Cheaters & Rimbenders. 

Mini Bike Referee- (Reece Honea) Issues: Club points 1 woman rider has been 

bumped. 

OLD BUSINESS:  

Lassen Race April 11th and 12th @ Doyle: 

Race went well, not too many injuries.  

Corey Herring Race June 20th & 21st: 

Applications are in for the scholarship selection. 1 member from each club will 

help select winner. Race is on schedule for Fernley on Father’s Day weekend. 
Fernley raceway-Rule changes: Big Bike and little bikes race at the same time.                  

2 events: 8:30 for Novice and Amateur/11:00 for expert. 

Discussion: Rules for minimum requirements for MX tracks for a desert race. 

Sandbox GP-Must be watered and use tires to help mark corners of track etc.                                                                                                                                                        

MVDS Race September 12th & 13th: Ed Sellers- Waiting for permits 3, 30-mile 

loops. 

Western States Race September 26th & 27th- Toulon 

District 36 race on Saturday and all MRANN classes race on Sunday.  

Hare and Hound-People are welcome to race both days. Courses on Sat. and Sun. 

will be very similar.  

Race is a go! Permit is in. 2, 40 mile loops. 

Tankslappers Race October 17th & 18th- Purgatory Peak 

Permits are in. 

 



Gold Diggers Race October 31st & November 1st-Winnemucca 

Not present 

NEW BUSINESS- 

BLM Land use: Blue Ribbon Coalition-Every club needs to advocate to get their 
members to submit letters to BLM regarding sand wash closures. This is important 
to keep riding open, need everyone to be proactive and involved. 

We had several representatives come to the meeting and talk about how they 
could help MRANN with land use issues. One is an attorney who is willing to help 
with the environmental law aspect. We also have another lady who is a BLM 
retiree, willing to help with permits, approaching the BLM with requests and 
helping with the grant writing process. Chris Maas’ father is also willing to help on 
an as needed basis. 

Discussion: Now is the time to get these people to help us make a difference 
instead of just talking about it. Chris Maas has headed up a Land Use Committee 
to get the ball rolling. 

Use money in land use fund to pay for EA, or entertain the idea of hiring grant 
writers. We need a plan on how to move forward as a unified group. 

If anyone is interested in writing grants, please come to next MRANN meetings. 

MEETING ADJOURNED @ 8:01 

NEXT MEETING 6/2/15 @ Blind Onion Pizza-Sparks, Victorian Avenue 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                



MEETING'MINUTES'FROM:'4/7/2015'

Meeting'Called'to'order'@'7:01'p.m.'

ROLL'CALL'FOR'CLUB'REPRESENTATION:'

Trailblazers*M/C.*2*

Tankslappers*M/C.*2*

Rimbenders*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Cheaters*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Corey*Herring*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Lassen*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************MVDS.*2*

*******************************************************Gold*Diggers*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************WSRA.*1*

*

PresidentI*(Paul*Ziegler)*Checking*in*with*board*members.*SWACO.SOLD*$17,000*

Vice'PresidentI*(Keith*Serpa)*MRANN*applications*are*continually*being*
processed*and*cards*are*being*made*and*sent*out.*We*have*made*over*300*cards.*

Treasurer'ReportI*(Dennis*Belingheri)*The*general*fund*has.$11046,*Land*Use*
after*SPOT*tracker*purchase.$16541,*Cory*Herring*Fund.$12420********************************************************************************************************************

Secretary'ReportI*(Amy*DeLaney)*Monthly*email*blasts*seem*to*be*going*well.*If*
anyone*wants*to*be*a*part*of*the*monthly*emails,*please*send*an*email*to:*
mrannsecretary@gmail.com.**

'

'



Big'Bike'RefereeI*Points*are*updated.*Need*Club*rosters*ASAP!*

Mini'Bike'RefereeI*Reece*is*healing*up*from*his*injury.*Has*1*kidney.*

OLD'BUSINESS:'Trailblazers'Race:'

Sandbox*GP.*Not*many*MRANN*volunteers*attended.*

Lassen'Race'April'11th'and'12th'@'Doyle:*

Jake*Osborne.*Permits*are*good*to*go.*Some*new*course*for*mini’s.**

Sunday*will*be*35.40*mile*loop*

Motion'made'by'Steve'A.'from'Lassen:''“One'day'MRANN'pass,'to'bump'up'

rider'count'for'nonIMRANN'card'holders'and'1st'time'MRANN'racers”'

Concerns:'This'motion'is'not'fair'to'all'clubs.'

Motion'was'voted'on'and'DID'NOT'PASS'with'an'11I10'“NO”'vote.''

*No*green*stickers*for*Saturday,*Green*stickers*on*Sunday*and*they*will*be*

checking.*

Corey'Herring'Race'June'20th'&'21st:*

Applications*are*in*for*the*scholarship*selection.*1*member*from*each*club*will*

help*select*winner.*Race*is*on*schedule*for*Fernley*on*Father’s*Day*weekend.*Club*

is*still*looking*for*an*alternate*location.''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''*

MVDS'Race'September'12th'&'13th:'Ed*Sellers.The*club*is*looking*for*an*alternate*

location*for*camping*to*avoid*fee*to*BLM.*Looking*for*private*land.Permits*are*in*

to*BLM*34.36*miles*instead*of*whole*valley*to*cut*costs.*Club*is*looking*in*to*MX*

track*and*is*discussing*if*camping*fees*would*be*covered*under*land*use*fund.*

Western'States'Race'September'26th'&'27thI'Toulon*

District*36*race*on*Saturday*and*all*MRANN*classes*race*on*Sunday.**



Hare*and*Hound.People*are*welcome*to*race*both*days.*Courses*on*Sat.*and*Sun.*
will*be*very*similar.*

Tankslappers'Race'October'17th'&'18thI'Purgatory'Peak'

Permits*are*in.*

Gold'Diggers'Race'October'31st'&'November'1stIWinnemucca*

Not*present*

NEW'BUSINESSI*

New*calendar*dates*to*be*selected*at*the*next*meeting*in*May.*

Board*Membership*openings:*

President*and*Treasurer*will*be*open*

VCGP*Booth?*No*

BLM*Land*use:*Blue*Ribbon*Coalition.Every*club*needs*to*advocate*to*get*their*
members*to*submit*letters*to*BLM*regarding*sand*wash*closures.*This*is*important*
to*keep*riding*open,*need*everyone*to*be*proactive*and*involved.*

Discussion:*Changing*#*of*votes*each*club*can*have*based*on*number*of*races*put*
on.*

Use*money*in*land*use*fund*to*pay*for*EA,*or*entertain*the*idea*of*hiring*grant*
writers.*We*need*a*plan*on*how*to*move*forward*as*a*unified*group.*

Green*Stickers.DMV/Grant*$*

Nate*D.*suggested*that*MRANN*needs*to*research*and*entertain*the*idea*of*
finding*someone*who*can*write*grants*on*MRANN’s*behalf.*

If*anyone*is*interested*in*writing*grants,*please*come*to*next*MRANN*meetings.*

MEETING*ADJOURNED*@*8:00*

NEXT*MEETING*5/5/15'



MEETING'MINUTES'FROM:'3/3/2015'

Meeting'Called'to'order'@'7:01'p.m.'

ROLL'CALL'FOR'CLUB'REPRESENTATION:'

Trailblazers*M/C.*2*

Tankslappers*M/C.*2*

Rimbenders*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Cheaters*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************Corey*Herring*M/C.*1*

*******************************************************Lassen*M/C.*2*

*******************************************************MVDS.*2*

*******************************************************Gold*Diggers*M/C.*0*

*******************************************************WSRA.*2*

*

PresidentI*(Paul*Ziegler)*Checking*in*with*board*members.*First*2*races*went*well.*

Couple*of*offers*on*Swaco,*turned*down*those*offers.*Still*trying*to*sell*it,*with*the*

profit*being*added*to*the*general*fund*when*the*sale*occurs.*

Vice'PresidentI*(Keith*Serpa)*MRANN*applications*are*continually*being*

processed*and*cards*are*being*made*and*sent*out.*We*have*made*over*300*cards.*

Treasurer'ReportI*(Dennis*Belingheri)*The*general*fund*has.$9060,*Land*Use*after*

SPOT*tracker*purchase.$15069,*Cory*Herring*Fund.$11055********************************************************************************************************************

Secretary'ReportI*(Amy*DeLaney)*Monthly*email*blasts*seem*to*be*going*well.*If*

anyone*wants*to*be*a*part*of*the*monthly*emails,*please*send*an*email*to:*

mrannsecretary@gmail.com.**

'



'

Big'Bike'RefereeI*(Chris*Maas)*Several*riders*have*been*bumped.**

Jeff*Tabrizi.Am.EX,*Jacob*Kinkel.NOV.AM,*Justin*Lydick.NOV.AM,**

Wyatt*Brittner.AM.EX*

Mini'Bike'RefereeI*Total*mini*riders*at*Dead*Horse*Race.79/Wide*Open*race.54*

Bumped*riders*are:*Adam*?*and*Kody*Gray.*No*issues*with*points*at*this*time.*

OLD'BUSINESS:'Trailblazers'Race:*

Race*was*good,*there*were*a*couple*of*injuries.*

Saturday*riders.79*

Sunday*riders.139*

Sign*Ups:*Went*smooth,*cards*went*well.*

Cheater/Rimbender'Race:'

No*big*injuries,*blown.up*bikes*

Sunday*riders.*104*

BLM*came*out*to*check*and*course*was*shortened.*

Lassen'Race'April'11th'and'12th'@'Doyle:*

Jake*Osborne.*Permits*are*good*to*go.*Some*new*course*for*mini’s.**

Sunday*will*be*35.40*mile*loop*

Motion'made'by'Steve'A.'from'Lassen:''“One'day'MRANN'pass,'to'bump'up'
rider'count'for'nonIMRANN'card'holders'and'1st'time'MRANN'racers”'

Concerns:'This'motion'is'not'fair'to'all'clubs.'

Motion'was'voted'on'and'DID'NOT'PASS'with'an'11I10'“NO”'vote.''



'

Corey'Herring'Race'June'20th'&'21st:*

Race*is*on*schedule*for*Fernley.*Club*is*still*looking*for*an*alternate*location.'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

MVDS'Race'September'12th'&'13th:'Ed*Sellers.The*club*is*looking*for*an*alternate*
location*for*camping*to*avoid*$2000*fee*to*BLM.*Looking*for*private*land.*

Western'States'Race'September'26th'&'27thI'Toulon'

District*36*race*on*Saturday*and*all*MRANN*classes*race*on*Sunday.**

Hare*and*Hound.People*are*welcome*to*race*both*days.*Courses*on*Sat.*and*Sun.*

will*be*very*similar.*

Tankslappers'Race'October'17th'&'18thI'Purgatory'Peak*

Gold'Diggers'Race'October'31st'&'November'1stIWinnemucca*

They*are*working*to*re.establish*a*point*to*point*race.*

NEW'BUSINESSI*

SPOT*Trackers:*They*have*been*utilized*at*the*last*2*races*and*have*come*in*

handy.*They*have*been*used*by*the*sweepers*and*were*very*well*received*by*the*

clubs*so*far.*

Rules:*No*minimum*wheel*size*for*65cc*class.*Has*a*maximum,*but*no*minimum.*

Only*size*is*a*14/12.*

Concern:*50cc*rider*on*the*bigger*course*

Discussion:*What*is*the*bonus*for*kids*racing*the*bigger*course?*It’s*working*fine*

the*way*it*is.*

RULE'CHANGE:*Effective*immediately.*$60*race*entry*fee*

Need*help*with*OTHG*Sandbox*MX*race:*Need*flaggers*and*gate*workers.**

March*28th*and*29th*



MEETING'ADJOURNED'@'8:10'PM*

NEXT'MEETINGI4/7/2015,'Mi'Casa'Too'in'Reno'@'7:00'pm.'

*

*

'

*******************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************

**********************************************************************************************************



MEETING MINUTES FROM: 2/3/2015 

Meeting Called to order @ 7:00 p.m. 

ROLL CALL FOR CLUB REPRESENTATION: 

Trailblazers M/C- 3 

Tankslappers M/C- 2 

Rimbenders M/C- 2 

                                                       Cheaters M/C- 1 

                                                       Corey Herring M/C- 0 

                                                       Lassen M/C- 2 

                                                       MVDS- 0 

                                                       Gold Diggers M/C- 2 

                                                       WSRA- 2 

 

President- (Paul Zigler) Checking in with board members 

Vice President- (Keith Serpa) MRANN applications are currently being processed 

and cards are being made. We have made around 100 cards. 

Treasurer Report- (Dennis Belingheri) The general fund has-$6,274                                                                                                                     

 

*MRANN Email Blasts are going to cost-$15.00 per month.   

*MRANN purchased 1 SPOT Tracker from general funds, which will be used at the 

races. This is a one-time $400.00 purchase for the 2015 year, this includes the 

device and service contract with provider. Service will be renewed yearly.  

*Trophies, Banquet and Overall Jackets are very expensive. 



 

Secretary Report- (Amy DeLaney) Monthly email blasts seem to be going well. 
There have been around 40 emails that were currently no longer in service. If 
anyone wants to be a part of the monthly emails, please send an email to: 
mrannsecretary@gmail.com.  

Big Bike Referee- (Chris  Maas)  No  appeals  yet,  as  race  season  hasn’t  started  yet.  
The rider bump list has been posted. Scoring sheets were discussed.  

RACE SCHEDULE- 

Trailblazers Race February 13th & 14th @ Nightengale- Permit is good to go. It will 
be a fun and fast course, with some challenging terrain.   

*Pee-wee course- Around Pit area, 45 minute race. 

*Mini- 8 mile course for 1 ½ hours. 

*Big bike course- 2- 45 mile loops  

Cheater/Rimbender Race February 28th and March 1st- “Wide  Open  120”  @                              
Blue Wing Flat- 

*Mini Course- Hare and Hound, 1 loop- stop check at 30 miles. 

*Big bike course-2-64 mile loops 

Lassen Race April 11th and 12th @ Doyle- 

Everything looks good, Chris Maas is proposing a new course for minis and 
women. 

Corey Herring Race June 20th & 21st -Not in attendance                                                                                                                                                          

 

MVDS Race September 12th & 13th-Not in attendance 

 

mailto:mrannsecretary@gmail.com


Western States Race September 26th & 27th- Toulon 

District 36 race on Saturday and all MRANN classes race on Sunday.  

Hare and Hound-People are welcome to race both days. Courses on Sat. and Sun. 

will be very similar. 

Tankslappers Race October 17th & 18th- Purgatory Peak 

 

Gold Diggers Race October 31st & November 1st-Winnemucca 

They are working to re-establish a point to point race. 

Trophies Discussion- Year End 

*Percentage of trophies given. Kids should continue to earn trophies in classes, 

and we should cut back on big bike trophies. 

Kids need to attend at least 75% of the races. 

Big bikes will receive trophies for the top 3 in class. Only 1
st

 OA Amateur and 1
st 

 

OA Novice will receive banquet trophy.  

NEW BUSINESS- 

*MRANN Cards- People racing BOTH Saturday and Sunday races will receive 2 

cards, one for each day, and will need to pay $25 per card or Family Membership 

fee. 

 

 

 

 

 



New Business Continued- 

*A motion has been made by: (Tom Chattin) To purchase 2 additional SPOT 
Trackers for each club to use for their race. 

ACTUAL MOTION:  

*MRANN will BORROW $800.00 from the land use fund, with the intention to 
pay it back, in order to activate and purchase 2 additional “SPOT” Tracking 
devices for club use during each race for rider safety. If the club damages or 
loses the “SPOT” Tracker(s), they will be responsible for replacing the devices at 
their own expense. 

*Motion Seconded by: Dan Rankin 

CLUB VOTE: 

CLUB YES NO 
Trailblazers M/C 2  
Tankslappers M/C 1 1 
Rimbenders M/C 2  
Cheaters M/C 2  
Lassen M/C  2 
Gold Diggers M/C 2  
WSRA 2  
Corey Herring M/C N/A  
MVDS N/A  
TOTAL 11 3 

 

*MOTION PASSED 

 

 

 

 



 

New Business Continued- 

Can any rider use an earned number-   NO, it has to be the rider that earned that 
number. 

Club Results Request- 

*On Club results, notate bike type for KTM CASH/CONTINGENCY. 

*Chris will send a template for every club to use to make results uniform. 

*Need club rosters for points 

*Tom Chattin thanks board members. - 

*When elected representatives come to MRANN meetings, they are responsible 
for voting and representing the opinion of their club. There will no longer be a 
lapse in making decisions and voting on topics.  

*Rule discussion on women and kids starts:  

Rule States: Women and kids MUST start separately, but the club can decide 
how many waves are on each starting line. (For example, 1 line for all women 
regardless of skill level instead of 3) 

MEETING ADJOURNED @ 8:10 PM 

NEXT MEETING-3/3/2015, location to be announced. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                          



 

January 7, 2014  

         MRANN Meeting Minutes  
 

Meeting Called 7:00PM 

Trailblazers M/C  2 
Tankslappers M/C 1 
Rimbenders M/C  1 
Cheaters M/C   2 
Corey Herring M/C 2 
Lassen M/C  2 
MVDS   2 
Gold Diggers M/C  0 
WSRA   0 

 

Banquet- 230 told to Boomtown, buy tickets at RMS or CMS no tickets at door. 
Board members meet at 3:00 to help set up. Still need to pick up trophies. Need 
volunteers to check tickets from 6:00-7:00-Dave Zotter & Jessica Ruiz 
volunteered. Tom Chatting to handle Race of the Year vote.  

Former President Report- Thank title sponsors! RMS from the beginning. CMS 
& Backcountry again is great. All sponsors help bring down the insurance for the 
clubs from $600 to $150-200! 

New President Report- No News 

VP President- No News 

Treasurer Report- Sent check to pay for trophies and to website person. Need to 
pay State Treasurer. 

Big Bike Ref- Good, all points are good and final! 

Mini Bike Ref- Bumped 3 riders 

Races Next Year; 

x Trailblazers- BLM sounds like we’re all ready. BLM would like to have 
private properties owners sign consent form. Haven’t been strongly 
enforcing but are talking about it and it would be very troublesome if they 
really do start requiring. Sundays course is 2 50 mile loops. Saturdays 
course 40 mile loop with pit being at first road crossing. Everything else is 
looking good. 

x Cheaters- Everything looking good. Similar to 2 years ago, 45 miles loops 
with pits on dry lakebed.   



x Lassen- Good. Some course 2 years ago, Dry Valley. New start, down a 
trail not a road, maybe shortening the course a little making it novice 
friendly. They go over personal property too and send out letter to all 
owners. Susanville office try to get radius down for Grouse cause they 
don’t agree with the 5 mile radius. 

x Corey Herring- On schedule 
x MVDS- Yerrington Hare & Hound, 3-sanction race with Nationals, Silver 

State Championship & MRANN (Hopefully depending on vote tonight 
cause race date had to be changed making it a back to back with WSRA). 3 
loop race. 

x Tankslappers- Race of the Year again- 

MVDS Date Change Vote- 

           Y    N 

Trailblazers M/C  2 
Tankslappers M/C 1 
Rimbenders M/C  1 
Cheaters M/C   2 
Corey Herring M/C 2 
Lassen M/C  2 
MVDS   2 
Gold Diggers M/C  0 
WSRA   0 

Vote Passed! 
New Business-  

x ZigTator wants to get 12 MRANN kiosk made up and place in different 
locations. Thinking of putting one at RMS, CMS, BVH, Motorsource, 
Michaels and MPC in Roseville. Could be made free standing or for a 
counter. Kiosk would have race dates on it and room for either a flyer, 
brochure or membership application, still need to decide which one and if 
sponsors logs will be on it.  

x Entry Fees for next year- what clubs made money? Next year should Hare 
& Hound be the same as a 10 mile course?  

x Land Use Funds- Not being used for anything. What are we going to use 
this for? We need to have a goal for what its going to be used for, if no goal 
shouldn’t charge club for it. Have goal ready for next year. Just trying to 
make sure clubs keep putting on races. 

x Suggest rule change for mini bikes- Peewee 4 stroke class add up to 110 ccs 
up to 14 inch wheel without clutch. Want to make it bigger class, only 2 
riders last year.  

Meeting Adjourned 8:00PM 



 

February 4, 2014 

         MRANN Meeting Minutes  
 

Meeting Called 7:00PM 

Cheaters M/C   1 

Corey Herring M/C 1 

Gold Diggers M/C  0 

Lassen M/C  1 

MVDS   0 

Rimbenders M/C  1 

Trailblazers M/C  2 

Tankslappers M/C 1 

WSRA   1 
 

President Report- Boards to put up at shops are done! 5 out today and turned out 

good! 

VP President- Making cards- Looking good on sign ups! Website is being 

updated 

Treasurer Report- Not here 

Big Bike Ref- Needs Club roosters, e-mail or get them to me before first race 

Mini Bike Ref- Not here 

Secretary- We’re good! 

Races Next Year; 

x Trailblazers- Should be resaslly good! Rained, great dirt, no snow. H&H 

race on Sunday, 1st loop 56 mile and 2nd loop 51 miles. Saturdays course 45 

miles, alt gas at 27 miles 

x Cheaters- Permit in mail, flyer will be ready to go. Blue Wing Flat, starting 

on dry lake bed. Good to Go!   

x Lassen- Nak talking to BLM, we should be good to go! Should have a new 

start so we don’t have to go down the road. 

x Corey Herring- Honey Lake MX SOLD/ Property sold separately than 

MX property leaving no access to water so there will not be any races there 

any more. Race will be going to Fernley Raceway. 595 acres, some pretty 

cool stuff! Asphalt track. Free camping on 5 acre parcel with concrete rings 

provided and maybe fire wood! Same dates. Owners are easy to work with. 

Whole property to ourselves! New MX course we can use and truck racing 

course. Not at Honey Lake but should still lots of cool stuff! 



x MVDS-  Not here 
x WSRA- Enduro in Toulon 
x Tankslappers- Nightingale race this year! Eastbound side of I80. Burning in 

some good stuff! 
x Rimbenders- Moonrocks permit submitted  
x Gold Diggers- Not here 

Old Business-  

x Theres about $12,000 currently in the Land Use Fund and ZigTator wants 
a goal for what the money is going to be used for. Jimmy says- Future! 
Josh Wilson suggests it is to be used to preserve desert racing, for it we 
need to hire an attorney. Group discussions suggests it should be used for- 
EA’s, buy land and/or preserve desert racing. We need to have as a back 
up. Cost recovery will have to be paid. If club can’t do EA, then should 
MRANN pay for it? If so we would need to decide who gets approved. 
WSRA wanted to do course in Pine Nuts and they wanted 40K to do an 
EA there. WE NEED TO MAKE SURE ITS BEING SPENT RIGHT. 
Some clubs been paying $5.00 a rider for 10 years and have never used any 
of it and doesn’t want to see it all spent again. 

New Business-  

x We should have a booth at VCGP!!!! Ziggy going to find out about getting 
us a booth. We’ll then need people to help man the booth.  

x Every club should have a facebook page! 
x Fundraiser- maybe sell t-shirts! Support your local desert racer! T-shirt idea 

concert t-shirt with race info on the back like tour info is on the concert 
shirts. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 8:00PM 



 

March 4, 2014 

         MRANN Meeting Minutes  
 

Meeting Called 7:00PM 

Cheaters M/C   2 
Corey Herring M/C 2 
Gold Diggers M/C  0 
Lassen M/C  2 
MVDS   1 
Rimbenders M/C  1 
Trailblazers M/C  2 
Tankslappers M/C 2 
WSRA   1 

 

President Report- No news 

VP President- Making cards 

Treasurer Report- Report $19,300 in account $12,200 Land Use Fund and 
$6,100 General. Major costs were, Satellite phones renewal over $900 for the 
year, Trophies and OA Jackets.  

Big Bike Ref- Nothing to report 

Mini Bike Ref- Nothing to report 

Secretary- Nothing to report  

Races; 

x Trailblazers- Before end of 1st loop had a downed rider with major injury 
and had to be Careflighted to hospital. Never had that happened before, 
kind of overshadowed the rest of the day. Besides that race turned out 
good! Had almost same amount of riders as last year, total for both Sat & 
Sun 171 this year and 173 last year. 

x Cheaters-  
x Lassen- Nak talking to BLM, we should be good to go! Should have a new 

start so we don’t have to go down the road. 
x Corey Herring- Honey Lake MX SOLD/ Property sold separately than 

MX property leaving no access to water so there will not be any races there 
any more. Race will be going to Fernley Raceway. 595 acres, some pretty 
cool stuff! Asphalt track. Free camping on 5 acre parcel with concrete rings 
provided and maybe fire wood! Same dates. Owners are easy to work with. 



Whole property to ourselves! New MX course we can use and truck racing 
course. Not at Honey Lake but should still lots of cool stuff! 

x MVDS-  Not here 
x WSRA- Enduro in Toulon 
x Tankslappers- Nightingale race this year! Eastbound side of I80. Burning in 

some good stuff! 
x Rimbenders- Moonrocks permit submitted  
x Gold Diggers- Not here 

Old Business-  

x Theres about $12,000 currently in the Land Use Fund and ZigTator wants 
a goal for what the money is going to be used for. Jimmy says- Future! 
Josh Wilson suggests it is to be used to preserve desert racing, for it we 
need to hire an attorney. Group discussions suggests it should be used for- 
EA’s, buy land and/or preserve desert racing. We need to have as a back 
up. Cost recovery will have to be paid. If club can’t do EA, then should 
MRANN pay for it? If so we would need to decide who gets approved. 
WSRA wanted to do course in Pine Nuts and they wanted 40K to do an 
EA there. WE NEED TO MAKE SURE ITS BEING SPENT RIGHT. 
Some clubs been paying $5.00 a rider for 10 years and have never used any 
of it and doesn’t want to see it all spent again. 

New Business-  

x We should have a booth at VCGP!!!! Ziggy going to find out about getting 
us a booth. We’ll then need people to help man the booth.  

x Every club should have a facebook page! 
x Fundraiser- maybe sell t-shirts! Support your local desert racer! T-shirt idea 

concert t-shirt with race info on the back like tour info is on the concert 
shirts. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 8:00PM 



 

April 1, 2014 

         MRANN Meeting Minutes  
 

Meeting Called 7:00PM 

Cheaters M/C   0 
Corey Herring M/C 0 
Gold Diggers M/C  0 
Lassen M/C  2 
MVDS   0 
Rimbenders M/C  1 
Trailblazers M/C  1 
Tankslappers M/C 1 
WSRA   1 

 

President Report- Posted scholarship stuff on website. MRANN board members 

to be on the Corey Herring Scholarship Fund board also. Want to have scholars 

picked by May 1, 2014. Need a new website guy, guys we using got paid and 

hasn’t done everything he said he would.  

VP President- Need to find a new website guy. 

Treasurer Report- March took in $4,239.00. $8960 in General account, 

$12,960.00 in Land Use account and $0.00 in Corey Herring Scholarship 

account. Cut a check to Taylor D Fund for $250 and NumberTech for $405. Cut 

a checks from CH Scholarship to Megan Slanley for $1013.00. 

Big Bike Ref- Points have been updated online. Made a few adjustments and it 

should be up to date. 

Mini Bike Ref- Points done 

Secretary- Going to do the booth at VCGP. Need MRANN stickers, schedules 

and application for booth! Could use volunteers to help promote MRANN at 

booth! 

Races; 

x Cheaters- Not here 

x Lassen- Ready to go! Little snow out there last week! Course is new layout, 

some course different. 2 big uphills with one being a big slow rocky uphill!  

x Corey Herring- Not here 

x MVDS-  Not here 

x WSRA- Good to Go!  

x Tankslappers- Hare Scramble. Permits in! 



x Rimbenders- Should be on!   

x Gold Diggers- Not here 

Old Business-  

x Sweco tractor at  Micah Kenny’s house. Ziggy wants to sell and buy 

something we can use more often. Buy a side by side and get a rake go 

behind it. Sweco has to have an EA done in order to use it and towing is a 

problem cause it with the trailer weighs over 10,000lbs. 

New Business-  

x Not a MRANN event- Unofficial Poker run for Taylor D Fund 4/13/14. 

Hungry Valley 10am with riders meeting before. Too many trails to mark 

course. Family run 30 miles course and Big bike 40 mile course. Very little 

whoops, new trails. Tankslappers club going to have hot dog at pits, which 

is at the end of Chickadee Rd in Lemon Valley. Alt gas at 20 miles. Need 

volunteers, call Jack.  

x Sandbox GP- Turnout low cause of too many race weekends in a row. 

Haven’t seen numbers yet but definitely lost money maybe $1000.00. Last 

year broke even and year before made $2000.00. 

x Harris family needs to make modification to house before bringing Tayler 

Dahlberg home. They will also have to have someone there 24/7 to help 

Tayler. Think we should donate money just to the family to help with 

costs. Want to give $500-$1000.  

o Vote to donate $1000.00 

 
x Lassen M/C  2 Yes 
x Rimbenders M/C  1 Yes 

x Trailblazers M/C  1 Yes 
x Tankslappers M/C 1 Yes 
x WSRA   1 Yes 

Passed 

x Clubs need to have race dates for next year by next meeting. 
x Joey from BLM wants to talk to us as a group sometime soon. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 8:00PM 



 

May 6, 2014 

         MRANN Meeting Minutes  
 

Meeting Called 7:00PM 

Cheaters M/C   1 
Corey Herring M/C 2 
Gold Diggers M/C  0 
Lassen M/C  1 
MVDS   0 
Rimbenders M/C  0 
Trailblazers M/C  2 
Tankslappers M/C 2 
WSRA   1 

 

President Report- VCGP was Great! VCGP donated booth to MRANN and 
funds to Corey Herring Scholarship Fund! Raffle for Tayler D Fund at VCGP 
drawing party! Applicants for Corey Herring Scholarship have to apply by May 
15th to qualify.  

VP President- MRANN cards going to be sent out. Working on website, possibly 
getting a new website! 

Treasurer Report- No income last month in general account, balance $7130.00. 
Spent $200.00 on MRANN stickers for VCGP booth. Income from VCGP to CH 
Scholarship fund $525.00 

Big Bike Ref- Updating points. 

Mini Bike Ref- Not here 

Secretary- Booth went great! Talked to lots of people about MRANN and many 
didn’t know about us! Hopefully got some new riders! Next year want to have 
more riders at the booth to talk with people providing them with different 
perspectives.  

Races; 

x Lassen- 51 riders Saturday with 1 miner injury, 111 Sunday with 1 minor 
injury.   

x Corey Herring- Flyer done. Dirt Track Race event Saturday night, $8.00 
adults & $5.00 kids. Sunday Old West Shooters Event, everyone dressed up 
with old guns. Saturday race 5 miles, Sunday race 7-10 miles. Dead engine 
banner start, Log section, Lava rocks (2 miles of it), rubber tire section, 
racing through Moto track, Street bike track  and paint ball course. 



Hopefully Art will be scoring. Plenty of free camping and ok to have 
campfire. Going to have some kind of silent auction. Concession stand at 
race are. 

x MVDS-  National Hare & Hound Race is on! $4000-$6000 for permits. 100 
miles race. Some course same as National Hare & Hound Race from 1997. 
1st loop fast, 2nd loop slower-goes into trees toward Harwthorne. 

x WSRA- Toulon Enduro, Good to Go!   
x Tankslappers- Nightingale south side of I80. New stuff burned in and some 

old stuff. 
x Rimbenders- Back to Moonrocks! Met with Arthur and he’s on board! 

Good to Go! Halloween theme again!   
x Gold Diggers- Not here 

Old Business-  

x 4 Scholarship applicants as of now and have until 15th to apply. Board 
members to be on CH Scholarship committee. Will have meeting May 20th 
at Blind Onion at 7:00 to decide who gets the scholarship!  

New Business-  

x Idea to get mile markers, would MRANN purchase them? 
x Are we going to get a couple GPS’s for the races? 

o Check into SPOT with satellite phone  
 

Meeting Adjourned 8:00PM 



 

June 3, 2014 

         MRANN Meeting Minutes  
 

Meeting Called 7:00PM 

Cheaters M/C   0 
Corey Herring M/C 1 
Gold Diggers M/C  0 
Lassen M/C  1 
MVDS   0 
Rimbenders M/C  1 
Trailblazers M/C  2 
Tankslappers M/C 1 
WSRA   1 

 

President Report- CH Scholarship meeting went good. Decided to pick a few 
and give them more money instead of picking several and only giving a little. 
$2000 to Taylor Kemp and $1000 to Ethan Hoffman. We’ll be donating to their 
college not applicant. Still have some money left! Next year want to pick earlier 
so we can get in the graduation pamphlets. Start accepting application in 
September and pick by November or December at the latest. Website will be 
done soon! 

VP President- Not here 

Treasurer Report- $7515 in General account, $12,685 in Land Use account, 
$13,162 in CH Scholarship with $3000 to scholars 

Big Bike Ref- Not here 

Mini Bike Ref- Not here 

Secretary- Getting quotes on Award Banquet  

Races; 

x Corey Herring- Open practice street bikes event happening at same time 
now so won’t be able to use that course for our race. Still running paintball 
course and Moto tract. Free Camping available. 9 mile course for Sunday. 
Old Western Shooters event both Saturday and Sunday and Saturday night 
is Dirt Track Event, $8.00 for adults and $5.00 for kids. 

x MVDS-  Not here 
x WSRA- Some nice sandy washes   
x Tankslappers- Nightingale south side of I80. 
x Rimbenders- Looking good! Some Whoops-   



x Gold Diggers- Not here 

Old Business-  

x Need to have Race dates picked for 2015 at next meeting in August. 

New Business-  

x We should do a Family Fun day this summer! Each club puts on a fun 
event! Dan Raken has property in Wilson Canyon that we can use. 66 
acres with 24 on the river. Monies earned would be donated to the CH 
Scholarship funds. Maybe have MRANN provide BBQ meat & drinks with 
everyone else bringing side dishes. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 7:45PM 


